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 INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS
C2W boss David McMullan writes for motorcycle trade magazines 

all over the world. Here’s a selection of magazines that print David’s 
China motorcycle industry articles. If you are interested in receiving 
articles by David, Sean, Jeremy, Raj and the rest of the team write to 

us at englishmaninchina@gmail.com 

Kiwi rider has been the 
number 1 motorcycle 

magazine for the 
motorcycling public of New 

Zealand for many years.

Motorcycle News (MCN) 
this media needs no 

introduction as the world’s 
leading weekly motorcycle 
reviewing newspaper and 

website.

Dealernews are the 
organiser of America’s 

annual motorcycle 
exhibition Dealer Expo as 
well as being a popular 
motorcycle magazine.

Australian Road Rider has 
the reputation of being one 

of the most professional 
and entertaining 

motorcycle magazines in 
Australia.

Motorcycle Consumer 
News from America is 
unique in the fact that 
it doesn’t contain any 

advertising content and 
exists on subscriptions 

alone.

Supermototecnica is 
essential reading to learn 
everything you need to 
know about the Italian 
motorcycle industry and 

new technology.

Automark is one of 
the leading automotive 
magazines in Pakistan 
and covers the complete 

automotive industry 
of course including 

motorcycles.

Adventure Motorcycle 
magazine is a media that 

specialises in the adventure 
side of motorcycling and is 

a partner with C2W

www.chinariders.com  
www.chinesemotorcyclenews.com  

www.twowww.com  
www.globalautosources.com 

www.china2wheels.com
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 INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS

C2W has thousands of readers and members around the world 
thanks to its partnership with the world’s best motorcycle 

magazines. C2W shares news stories and readers with over 20 
motorcycle magazines and websites around the world, here’s a 

selection of some of them…

Bimotas is the most popular 
motorcycle magazine in 
Colombia, Ecuador, 

Venezuela, Bolivia and 
many other countries in 

South America.

Revista 400 is the 
motorcycle magazine for 
Central America including 

Mexico, Honduras, 
Nicaragua, Guatemala 

and Panama. 

Moto is the most read 
motorcycle magazine in 

Cyrillic text and represents 
Russia, Ukraine and 

Belarus as well as other 
Cyrillic reading nations. 

Mobile World has been a 
supporter of the Chinese 
motorcycle industry for 

many years and has a very 
big readership in Pakistan 

and Bangladesh.

BikeSA which is 
headquartered in South 

Africa is the only motorcycle 
trade magazine in Sub-

Saharan Africa and has a 
huge readership. 

Motoron has been 
a popular motorcycle 
industry magazine in 

Turkey for many years and 
regularly promotes Chinese 

motorcycles. 

C2W has several website partners around the world, most of which specialise in the Chinese motorcycle 
industry, here are some of them. 
www.chinamotorcyclenews.com  

www.chinamotorrider.com  
www.mychinamoto.com  

Motorcycle Tradernews 
is one of the biggest 

read motorcycle trade 
magazines and websites 

in the UK, Ireland and the 
rest of Europe.

Ultimate Motorcycling 
has been supporting 

the Chinese motorcycle 
industry for many years and 

has a large readership in 
the USA.

china 2 wheels
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THE TRIALS AND 
TRIBULATIONS 
OF A CHINESE 
MOTORCYCLE 
DEALER

Dealerships in China have had to adapt to 

the issues caused by the banning of inter-

nal combustion engine motorcycles and 

those who haven’t been smart have had 

to shut up shop. We spoke to Chongqing 

motorcycle dealer Hu Feng about the trials 

and tribulations of the business.

At his showroom in Shaping-

ba distr ict of Chongq ing  i t ’s 

amazing to see how many other 

businesses operate in the same 

industry all in the same place. 

This region is Chongqing’s mo-

torcycle ‘market’, an area the 

size of a town that is dedicated 

to all things moto. There are 

numerous markets in Chinese 

cities in which all the business-

es focus on the same products 

from windows to mahjong tables. 
We let Mr Hu introduce us to his 

work. “Before working for myself 

I was a technician at Yingang 

Motorcycles. I’m pretty handy 

with mechanical things so about 

ten years ago my wife convinced 

me to set up in a small rental 

unit close to our house. To be-

gin with I got by doing tune-ups 

and general repairs for anyone 

who brought in their bikes with 

a problem. I branched into buy-

ing old bikes, f ixing them up 

and selling them on for a profit 

which lead to extra income. Af-

ter 5 years of saving up we had 

enough to open a dealership we 

purchased this 50m2 showroom 

that now houses our business.”

 “This place was the perfect lo-

cation to set up because it’s in 

the centre of the motorcycle re-

tail district.  We began with just a 

handful of models from a single 

manufacturer but as time went 

by we diversified and are now 

stocking multiple brands. Our 

best sellers are standard com-

muter bikes, 125cc and 150cc 

size models but cruisers are ris-

ing in popularity, especially an 

automatic from CFMoto which 

comes with plenty of chrome.”

 “Most of the people I know, 

friends and family, are connect-

ed to the motorcycle industry. 

A guy I  went to school w i th 

opened a dealership in Cheng-

du, the neighbouring city and 

over the last 8 years he’s made 

big changes in how he oper-

ates. Chengdu has a motorcy-

cle ban much like most other 

big Chinese cities so trade of 

regular motorcycles isn’t viable 

and electrics have become the 

choice for customer. Luckily 

Chongqing doesn’t have the mo-

torcycle ban but we still do have 

some trade for electric scooters. 

My wife’s cousin has a small shop in Feng-

ping, a smaller city in the north of Chongqing, 

which does a big trade in 3 wheeled ‘tuk tuks’ 

for both farmers and disabled people; the lat-

ter using them as a way to get around where 

they otherwise couldn’t.”

 “To start with we didn’t bother with acces-

sories because everyone else around us 

was selling those. A sideline we did pick up 

was helmet sales. Due to motorcyclist being 

cracked down on by police for not wearing 

helmets many are keen to get a helmet while 

purchasing a new bike. Most will take their 

bikes to smaller shop like the one I used to 

own when they need repairs or sometimes 

they’ll  do it themselves if they have the 

means.”

 “Some of our business comes from recom-

mendations. Business is stable and even 

though Chongqing is a motorcycle city more 

of the working classes are becoming able to 

afford cars making it tough for some of the 

other dealers on our block. Lots of the newer 

dealership owners will stick to a single brand and 

the lack of choice drives customers elsewhere. 

Many go under within months of opening. We 

don’t stock scooters because the majority of oth-

er dealers here have an abundance of them and 

the quality of some of them is questionable be-

cause they aren’t made here. Most of the scoot-

ers come from Zhejiang or Guangdong.” 

 “Chongqing city is surprisingly small consider-

ing it has a massive population. All of the city’s 

motorcycle business is down within this district 

alone so there is enough business for everyone 

who can maintain a good business practice. I 

hear that it doesn’t work this way in other coun-

tries and their motorcycle traders and techni-

cians are spread out across the cities. Here it’s 

very easy to get a paint job, engine rebuild or a 

ground effects kit all in one place thanks to the 

way all the shops are clustered together. One 

could spend a day just browsing the bike parts 

stores and it’s certainly possible to build a bike 

from scratch with the availability of kit here.”

 “Our next step may be to venture into selling the 

3 wheeler tuk tuks. The local government has 

a scheme to subsidize the purchase for people 

with disabilities so they can earn money as taxi 

drivers and delivery drivers. The problem is that 

the 3 wheelers produced here are selling for 

much higher prices than they are elsewhere so 

if we go down that route we may be buying from 

outside of the province and shipping them in. 
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has taken a hit and CAAM says that another 
problem, along with the slump in domestic 
demand, is that of poor management by 
company bosses. Mr. Dong Yang, a mem-
ber of CAAM, commented “the motorcycle 
sales decline is not caused by consumption 
substitution, but cause by management 
problems. Motorcycles are not substituted 
by cars, but by electric bikes and mopeds. 
The industry difficulties are affecting senior 
motorcycle manufacturers all over China.”
Motorcycle exports have suffered and ac-
cording to the latest data sales remained 
low towards the close of the year. Output 
and sales registered less than 2 million units 
each month. Many producers are worried 
and aren’t sure what the future holds.  Mr. Li 
Bin, who is the secretary general of CAAM 
Motorcycle Chapter, told me that it’s “the 
worst time ever for the Chinese motorcy-
cle industry. China is executing the world’s 

strictest standards for motorcycle produc-
tion, even stricter than those in Europe. 
What’s more important is that more than 
190 Chinese cities and towns ban the use 
of motorcycles, and this has greatly affected 
motorcycle sales in China. China is the only 
country in the world that bans motorcycle 
usage in cities.”  
With over 200 million electric bikes and 
scooters in use around China and their pop-
ularity constantly growing they are a direct 
challenge to the petrol engine motorcycles. 
Needing no licence and not a casualty of 
the ban in the cities more and more people 
are going electric. Scooter rider Lui Huang 
(a local government official) was asked if he 
would like to see motorcycles returned to 
the city street - “Although my electric scoot-
er is usable in Beijing I do notice that if I do 
not stick to the bicycle lanes it tends to be a 
bit precarious on the road, especially when 

Need help in China? Contact David
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CHINA’S FLAGGING 
DOMESTIC 
MOTORCYCLE 
INDUSTRY

Recently there have been a lot of issues con-
cerning the Chinese domestic motorcycle mar-
kets and it has left some wondering what effect, 
if any, it will have on the international bike mar-
kets around the world.
There really isn’t an obvious industry for the sale 
of second hand cars in China. Practically no-
where can a sales lot be found lined with used 
cars like they are in some many other countries. 
Second hand cars seem to be mostly traded 

through private sales. It’s not like car 
sales are replacing motorcycles for the 
majority of the working classes but still 
motorcycle sales within China are fall-
ing.
People are often amazed when they 
find out that the majority of big Chinese 
cities have banned the use of internal 
combustion engine bikes within the ur-
ban areas. This prohibition is a contrib-
uting factor to the decline of domestic 
bike trade.
CAAM (Chinese Association of Au-
tomobile Manufacturers) has made 
requests to the government for the mo-
torcycle ban to be lifted due to a mas-
sive multi-year low in output and sales. 
Despite supplying half the world’s total 
motorcycles China’s companies are 
facing tough times at home. Output 

What do you ride? Send us some photos!

8
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taxis are going somewhere in a hurry; they 
would not hesitate to cut you up and on an 
electric scooter you don’t have the power 
to pull away from trouble. I can only see the 
accident figures increasing under the cur-
rent policy and I would certainly get back on 
a gas motorcycle given the chance.”
 According to Mr. Li Bin, CAAM is coordinat-
ing with many local governments with the 
hope of persuading them to gradually lift the 
ban on the use of motorcycles to ease the 
crisis in the industry.
It could be difficult to see the correlation be-
tween the domestic and international mar-
kets but they are both linked and affect each 
other. It’s all to do with the supply chain. 
China’s biggest producer is Haojue. On the 
international stage Haojue aren’t too well 
known because their main focus is on do-
mestic sales for Chinese customers. If their 
sales drop then they produce less which in 
turn means they buy less raw materials. By 
not maintaining the same purchase levels 
the price of raw materials rises and that is 
then felt by every motorcycle manufacturer 
in China despite their target market. A com-
pany like Loncin, who are the biggest motor-
cycle exporters, will be forced to raise their 
prices which will leave customers looking 
elsewhere for cheaper products. A chance 
for India to take a piece of the cake.
India has no such restrictions on urban mo-
torcycle riding (nor does any other country) 
and so its motorcycle market forces are 
gaining strength as the supply chain be-
comes busier (and cheaper) enabling India 
to enter in to direct competition with China 
on many markets. At a recent meeting of the 
Chongqing Motorcycle Council Chinese mo-

torcycle historian Guo Changjun had the last 
word, stating “if the Chinese government 
doesn’t review its policy on motorcycle rid-
ing in cities and towns our rank in the world 
could be behind India within 5 years.”

What would you like to read about? Tell us

10
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CHINESE MOTORCYCLE INDUSTRY 
THE STATS ARE FOR NOVEMBER
Provided by China Association of Automotive Manufacturers (CAAM)   

Latest industry statistics

In November, the sales and production of motorcycles rebounded slightly compared 

with October but still declined on yearly basis. In November production and sales 

reached 1,527,000 and 1,499,900 units, up 6.8% and 3.3% on last month, but both 

dropped 18.4% year on year.  The production and sales of two-wheeled vehicles 

reached 1,351,800 and 1,323,000 units, down 17.9% and 18% year on year. The pro-

duction and sales figures of three-wheeled vehicles were 175,200 and 176,900 units, 

down 22.2% and 21.5% year on year.

        For the first eleven months, the accumulated production and sales of motorcycles 

reached 17,211,200 and 17,221,200 units respectively, both down 10.8% from the previ-

ous year. 

Motorcycle export statistics
In November, the motorcycle export stopped decline and began to pick up. This month, 

the volume reached 638,200 units, up 16.8% than that of last month, but down 12.3% 

from the previous year. The decrease rate narrowed 7.4 percentage points than the 

same period of last year. To be specific, the export of two-wheeled reached 612,200 

units, down 12.1% year on year. The exports of three-wheeled were 26,000 units, down 

18.2% year on year.

        For the first eleven months the accumulated exports of motorcycles reached 

7,064,300 units, down 9.3% year on year. The export of two-wheeled vehicles reached 

6,803,200 units, down 9.6% year on year. The exports of three-wheeled were 261,100 

units, down 2.3% year on year.

C
hinese motorCyCle industry the stats are for n

ovember

Are electric bikes the future? We want your opinion

THE C2W TRAVEL SERVICE
BRINGING THE WORLD TO CHINA
Every year the Chinese motorcycle industry attracts more and more visitors from overseas. 
This year there will be exhibitions featuring motorcycles, motorcycle parts, motorcycle ac-
cessories and electric motorcycles in 11 different Chinese cities.
Other visitors will be visiting motorcycle factories or motorcycle parts markets in China and 
will maybe need help with communication the first time they meet.
If you are interested in going to a Chinese motorcycle exhibition have a look at our ‘expo 
page’ for detailed descriptions of China’s different 2-wheeler exhibitions.

Coming to China for the first time (or any time) can be 
a confusing process. First time visitors may not be ac-
quainted with the information needed to apply for visas, 
travel within China, how to book a hotel room, how to 
find a translator and many other issues. 
The C2W China travel service is there to help you with 
all these issues, if you need advice on the best exhibi-
tions or factory visits to suit your needs you can David 
McMullan at 

englishmaninchina@gmail.com 
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Need help in China? Contact David

    

Does 
it sur-
prise 

you how 
many Eu-

ropean and 
Japanese mod-
els have a large 

percentage of their 
motorcycle parts made 

in China?
    No, not at all. The motorcycle market is always 

following the automotive market and many Chinese 
manufactures became key suppliers in the auto-

motive industry years ago. This trend continued 
in the motorcycle world as well. With the ex-

tremely good infrastructure in China, it’s a very 
reliable and powerful option.

    What are the most popular parts 
to sell? Cables? Brake pads? Etc.
    Of course the common product groups 
are brake pads and disc, batteries, chains 

& sprockets or filters. But these product 
groups are available everywhere in the 

market. Our aim is the provide the full range 
of technical spare parts, even with not so 

popular parts. 

    Do you attend any of China’s 
motorcycle trade exhibitions?

    I just returned from the Automechanika 
Shanghai, which was the 5th visit in 2015 

to China. And of course I will visit the bigger 
shows in 2016 as well.

    What is the future for Matthies? Is 
Matthies looking to expand in to new 

markets?
    We will continue to work on the European market 
and trying to expand our market share even further 

in Europe.

    Which type of companies are Mat-
thies primary customers?

    Motorcycle shops and motorcycles garages. We 
do not supply to end consumers. 

    Finally, have you ever noticed any Chi-
nese motorcycles in Germany? If so, is 

there any reaction to them?
    Chinese scooters and ATVs do have a very 

strong presence in Germany and all over Europe. 
For motorcycles it’s a bit more difficult, they are 

mainly sold under a „European“ brand name. But 
with the power of Chinese motorcycle manufac-

tures is just a question of time. 

 How long have Matthies been in the au-
tomotive parts business?
    The company was founded back in 1933 by 
the father of the current owner and is selling 
automotive and motorcycle spare parts now for 
more than 82 years.  It’s still a family owned 
business, now selling approx 150.000 different 
items for the automotive range and approx 
72.000 different items for motorcycle and 
scooters. 

    What are the major countries 
for Matthies trade?
    Automotive spare parts are sold only 
within the northern part of Germany as 
our customers expects delivery within 3 
hours. The motorcycle department is ac-
tive in all over Europe with own branches 
in Poland, Spain, UK and Italy. From the 
headquarter based in Hamburg, Germany 
we are supplying all other European coun-
tries. 

    What do you think of Chinese 
motorcycle parts OEM’s? Please 
tell us about your experiences.
    Our company is sourcing directly from 
China for more than 10 years and I personally 
visiting China 4 to 5 times are yea to visit sup-
pliers, attending shows etc.  From the European 
perspective the speed of development, improv-
ing quality etc. in China is amazing. In the begin-
ning, 10 years ago, we we sourcing from China 
because of the low price level. Now we are sourcing 
from China because of  quality, reliability, speed and 
access to parts. 

     Is there anything in particular that 
you would like to be sourced from China, 
maybe our readers could help you out?
    We are interesting in all technical parts for motor-
cycles and scooters, which are on the road  in the 
European market.

    Matthies are very well known as auto 
part suppliers; please tell our readers 
something about the motorcycle part divi-
sion.
    The motorcycle division of Matthies is one of the 
largest distributors of technical spare parts in Europe. 

We 
are 
sup-
plying to 
thousand of 
workshop in 
Europe daily. We 
are fully concentrat-
ing on technical spare 
parts and accessories, which 
includes technical data, service 
schedules and so on. 

What do you ride? Send us some photos!

MOTORCYCLE PARTS 
FOR EUROPE
David McMullan talks to Stefan Onken 
from Matthies the legendary auto and 
motorcycle parts company
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Metro, Hunza, Moon Star, Super Powr, New 
Asia, Osaka, Pak Star, Sohrab, Hi Speed, 
Royal, Rohi, Diamond, Union Star, Jinan, 
Guangta, Star Asia, Geo, Supreme, Toyo, 
United, Zxmco, Guru, Tez Raftar, Saszgar, 
Super Asia, Unique, SKM, Ghani, Qingqui, 
Aiwa, Sakai, Shaheen, City Super, Unipak, 
Asia Hero, Super Speed, Treet, Buraq, Pal 
Style, Sonica, Master, Road Prince, Excel, 
Hawk, Aerolite, Sky Wing, Captain, Rockey, 
Super Shahbaz, Champion, Stahlco, ST-70, 
Jan Power, Challenger, Crown, King Rider, 
Josh, Laser, Long Life, Pak Hero, Super 
Hero, DHL, Hi-Deluxe, Shahcar, Rebon, 
Eagle Star, Sutlej, Lucky, Vicky, Shine Star, 
Gold Star, Hi-Metto, Fara, Imperial, Pak 

Speed, NXG, Stalion, Classic, Express, 
Jaguar, Metro, Elite, Akai, Royal Metro,  
DYL Dhoom, My Hondo and Power.

The government is reported to have given 
go ahead signal to around 20 assemblers 
in the last two years without realizing that 
existing assemblers have failed in rolling 
out bikes as per their plant capacity.

Surprisingly, the previous governments 
gave permission to many assemblers 

Compared to China Pakistan a small country 
with population of 200 million but the country 
has 124 bike assemblers including three 
Japanese giants. In Pakistan Two Japanese 
assemblers Yamaha and Suzuki are not 
producing 70CC Bikes, but all the other 122 

assemblers are producing same CD-70 cc 
bike with only brand name changes, these 
122 brands are Bionic, Racer, Laser, Safari, 
Aan, Royal Star, Mehran, Honda, BML, Blue 
Star, Grace, Crown, Star, Eagle, Hero, Ravi, 
Habib, Raftar, King Hero, Leader, Super Star, 

Pakistan is one of the major importers of Chinese motorcycle parts with 
many companies choosing to import bikes CKD (completely knocked 
down) and assembled at assembly plants in Pakistan. Pakistan’s Motorcy-
cle assemblers have a total installed capacity of 4 million motorcycles per 
annum but the production for the last two fiscal years has remained low at 

1.7 million bikes per year.

Are electric bikes the future? We want your opinion

124 BRANDS ARE PRODUCING SAME 70CC 
DECADES OLD MODEL IN PAKISTAN

INDUSTRY REPORT
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Kashmir. He said there was no need to 
allow more bike assemblers as most 
of the existing Chinese assemblers are 
already facing stiff competition and only 
10 companies are enjoying relatively 
good sales as compared to thei r 
competitors. He said closure of units 
or the slowing down in production has 
already led to massive unemployment 
in the sector. Many of the units are on 
the verge of collapse while others are 
heading towards the dead end.

Atlas Honda Limited (AHL) has the 
installed capacity of 750,000 units per 
annum and despite its higher price than 
Chinese bikes the company produced 

639,506 units in 2013-2014 and 653,193 
units in 2014-2015. Anticipating a big 
bike market in coming years, AHL has 
decided to invest $100 million.

Assemblers are producing lower 
number of bikes as per their installed 
capacity. The second highest bike 
producer is Lahore based United Auto 
Industries of United Bikes whose yearly 
installed capacity is 288,000 units while 
it assembled 215,897 in 2013-2014 and 
230,837 in 2014-2015.

N .J. Auto Industries (maker of Super 
Power bikes) produced 114,158 units 
in 2013-2014 as compared to 124,250 
units in 2014-2015 as against its 
annual installed capacity of 205,000 
units.

Memon Motors of Super Star bikes 
have t he capac i t y  to  p roduce 
126,500 units per annum but i t 
assembled 75,181 units in 2013-2014 
and 35,836 units in 2014-2015.

What do you ride? Send us some photos!

 

whose annual installed capacity was 
ranged between 1,200-8,000 units.  It 
means that parties associated with other 
kinds of business had invested in the bike 
assembling business without having any 
technical expertise. As a result most of 
them had either closed down or slowed 
down their production due to intense 
competition, lowering profit margins and 
heavy production losses, but experts of 
the motorcycle industry and marketing 
are also failing in bike assembling due to 
the corrupt system of taxation and TBS by 
the government of Pakistan.

Some assemblers are in a precarious 
posi t ion owing to the fact they are 
failing to pay the outstanding amount on 
received parts for production from their 
vendors.

Consumers have failed to get any benefit 
from the huge lot of assemblers as they 
have been producing for more than three 
decades old 70cc models mainly and due 
to competition they are decreasing the 
quality of products.

Sources said the ministry of industries 
has compiled data of number of bike 
assemblers in the country coupled with 
their products, installed capacity and their 
production during 2013-2014 and 2014-
2015 to ascertain the actual situation. The 
Ministry is also searching as to how many 
companies are now struggling for their 
survival.

Chairman of the Association of Pakistan 
M o t o r c y c l e  A s s e m b l e r s  ( A P M A ) 
Mohammad Sabir Shaikh said around 
13 companies in Karachi and Hyderabad 
have closed down or stopped production 
followed by same situation with around 
26 uni ts in Punjab, three in Khyber 
Pakhtunkhaw and two in Azad Jammu 

INDUSTRY REPORT
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124 BRANDS ARE PRODUCING SAME 70CC 
DECADES OLD MODEL IN PAKISTAN
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The maker of Road Prince Bikes Omega 
Industries of Lahore made 134,612 units 
in 2014-2015 as compared to 117,108 units 
in 2013-2014 while its installed capacity is 
150,000 units per annum.

D.S. Motors Hyderabad, maker of Unique 
bike, produced 115,731 units in 2014-2015 as 
compared to 107,619 units in 2013-2014 as 
against its installed capacity of 157,000 units 
per year.

Plum Qingqi Motors has a installed capacity 
of 100,000 units but it only produced 26,141 
bikes in 2013-2014 and 30,155 units in 2014-
2015.

In order to revive the production of closed 
units, Sabir said the current government 
has to fix a sale and production quota of 
every assembler keeping in view last five 
years production and sales. Otherwise the 
government must close approval of new units 
for assembling 70cc bikes.

If the government did not experiment with 
the above, the industry would fail to produce 
quality two wheelers. Atlas Honda despite 
being at a high price and producing the same 
70cc as the Chinese are producing is enjoying 
good sales due to high quality. The difference 
in valuation of the import of motorcycle parts 

between commercial importers and assemblers 
– valuation for assemblers is mostly higher – 
is leading to an increase in the  smuggling of 
motorcycle parts from China, industry officials 
said.

Customs department increased valuation on 
motorcycle items or parts for local assemblers, 
which commercial importers import from 
China with lower valuations; thus, smuggling 
increased manifold with 80 out of the 124 
assemblers active in the country now using 
smuggled parts in the motorcycle assembling 
industry.

Commercial importers are those who import 
motorcycle parts for the approximately 20 
million motorcycles on the country’s roads. On 
the other hand, motorcycle assemblers import 

parts from China and then use them in the 
assembling industry.

Industry officials say the increase in smuggling 
is denting the national exchequer, and can 
possibly reach up to Rs5 billion on an annual 
basis. With the rise in valuation for assemblers, 
industry officials estimate that the cost of a 
Chinese assembled motorcycled has risen by 
Rs3,000 to Rs6,000. This is why motorcycle 
assemblers are now shielding themselves by 
using smuggled parts in assembling.

Pakistan produces around 1.6 to 1.7 million 
motorcycles every year (since last 5 years) 
out of which 1 million units are assembled 
with Chinese technology. Branded Japanese 
motorcycle makers fill the remaining market 
share.

INDUSTRY REPORT
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CHINESE MANUFACTURERS 
LOOK TO DEFINE THEIR 
BUSINESS MODELS

In the earl ier and headier 
years of Chinese motorcycle 
manufacture not much thought 
was given to any kind of spe-
cialising in certain models. 
Just about every factory pro-
duced street bikes, dirt bikes, 
cubs, ATV’s, cruisers, sports 
bikes and in most cases mon-
key bikes, pit bikes and mini 
bikes too. Pretty much all of 
the non-Chongqing located 
factories produced scooters as 
well.
This was all well and good in 
the boom years when the Chi-
nese industry was producing 
and selling 24 million motor-
cycles domestically and inter-
nationally but in these more 
leaner times (annual produc-
tion now a paltry 18 million) 
Chinese motorcycle compa-
nies are looking more for an 
identity in a particular field of 
manufacture. 
Back in  the ear ly  2000’s 
Chongqing Bashan tried and 
pret ty much succeeded in 
cornering the market in road 
legal ATV export. If you were 
in Europe and you saw a quad 
bike tearing up the road which 

wasn’t from a more recognised 
manufacturer you can bet it 
was made by Bashan. The 
main problem was that road 
quad bike riding is a fad, and 
fads change. 
When looking at 2 wheels I 
would have to say that Shiner-
ay in Chongqing were the first 
manufacturer to try to special-
ise in dirt bike production. This 
is a trend which they have fol-
lowed through on and evolved 
with by buying out Italian dirt 
bike manufacturer SWM last 
year. Shineray were, for a long 
time, the only Chinese factory 
running dirt bikes at any de-
cent level of motocross inter-
nationally. 
Shineray’s lead has encour-
aged companies like Kayo to 
invest in foreign help (research 
development, design and mar-
keting) to develop their dirt 
bike production strategy to 
good effect.  It’s important to 
note that while Chinese facto-
ries are beginning to special-
ise it doesn’t mean that they 
have given up producing a full 
range; it’s just that they are 
concentrating more on a par-

One of the advantages that the Indian motorcycle industry has over 
the Chinese is that their primary brands, Hero, Bajaj and TVS are 
recognised globally. Conversely, Chinese manufacturers have tended 
to re-brand their models to suit the wishes of their customers but this 
hasn’t stopped Chinese companies attempting to build a definitive mo-
torcycle ‘type’ reputation. I’ll explain…

By Sean Kerr

What would you like to read about? Tell us

INDUSTRY REPORT

Have a look at the Wonjan selection
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Although Zongshen, Jian-
she and Qinqi have healthy 
cooperation partnerships 
with Piaggio (for Zongsh-
en scooters), Yamaha and 
Suzuki the real success 
stories are the companies 
that are defined by the fact 
that they are joint ventures 
as opposed to just business 
partners. When looking at 
a graph detailing the rises 
and falls of manufacturing 
motorcycle units one thing 
is apparent, companies like 
Wuyang Honda and Sukida, 
Sundiro Honda are among 
the few posting increases in 
unit production annually.  
Now even the mightiest of 
manufacturers are looking 

for something to define 
them in the industry. Earli-
er in 2015 David McMullan 
was called in to the offices 
at Chongqing giant Zongsh-
en. 
“Zongshen asked me about 
producing bigger engine 
motorcycles and after con-
ducting a lot of research I 
arranged a series of meet-
ings for them in Europe, 
some of the meetings were 
regarding parts upgrading 
and technical advancement 
but by far the most interest-
ing meeting that I arranged 
was between Zongshen and 
Norton!”
Watch this space!

29

ticular type of bike.
As mentioned previously China’s moto metrop-
olis Chongqing does not produce scooters but 
many of the Chongqing giant manufacturers 
have scooter plants in other cities. Chongqing 
manufacturer WangQiang specialises in the 
production of cubs even producing OEM for 
companies like Kymco. WangQiang have the 
only specialist ‘cub’ development area in China 
in which they can manufacture almost all of their 
cub parts ‘in house.’
Back to scooters and manufacturers Wangye 
and Znen have found themselves decent nich-
es in the scooter market both domestically and 
internationally mainly, through promoting them-
selves as scooter specialists.  
CFMoto, despite having a varied range of prod-
ucts, have carved a slot for themselves in the 
‘big bike’ market (anything over 500cc is consid-

ered a big bike in China). There are other pro-
ducers of ‘big bikes’ namely Loncin and Jialing 
(I’m negating Benelli here, let’s call them Italian 
for now) but it’s the smaller company CFMoto 
that has caught the imagination of the interna-
tional public mainly through their partnership 
with WK Racing in the junior Isle of Man TT.
Many of the most successful (and evolving) 
motorcycle companies are engaged in joint ven-
ture partnerships with international companies. 
Chongqing giants Loncin have famously pro-
duced 600cc engines for BMW for many years 
and now produce the whole of a 300cc scooter 
for them. This has gone a long way in to en-
hancing Loncin’s reputation internationally and 
now seems to define them in motorcycle culture 
(Loncin’s profits from this venture are a small 
percentage of their overall profit but the kudos 
they receive for it is enormous).

Coming to China? Meet us!

28 JANUARY    2016
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David’s Post box
Dear David McMullan,

I own a small company of import of motorcycles 
located in Cali Colombia since 2008, we are in the 
growth phase and are in search of a financial partner, 
you can help us, to find a person or entity interested 
in investing, you can us help.

Thank you very much for your kind attention.

If anyone is interested in trying to expand and 
evolve a motorcycle company in Colombia (one 
of China’s biggest motorcycle trade partners) 
please let me know.

Ask Dave a question about the industry

Hello David:  

I saw your article China Motorcycle News while 
Google searching for business opportunities in 
China.  We are a custom motorcycle manufactur-
er based in Toronto, Canada.  We build custom 
motorcycles, parts as well as design.  We are ex-
ploring opportunities in other parts of the world, 
and China is one of our target markets. Please go 
to our website www.schullercyclewerks.com to 
see the projects we have done.
 
I welcome any comments you have. Please let 
me know if there is any possibility to expand our 
market in China
 
Thanks and Best Regards,
 
Steve Schuller

Many thanks for your encouraging words Ger, 
we will try our best to keep the standards 
high. There’s a big feature on Keeway in this 
issue.

David’s Post box
Write to Dave McMullan with all your sourcing, information 
requests, news reports and announcements

Greetings from China! Due to lack of space in the magazine caused by so many 
new features, articles and columns I have decided to run messages for sourcing in 

with my Post Box. If there is anything that you would like to be sourced from China (motorcycles, 
spare parts and accessories) or any services you need or would like to offer please send the 
details to me at the usual address and I will accommodate your request in this column.

If you wish to discuss or get advice the Chinese motorcycle industry from me or other motorcycle 
industry people sign in as a free member on my website www.chinamotorcyclenews.com  and 
click on the ‘forums’ button which can be found by holding on the ‘home’ button. If it’s your first 
time leave us an introduction of yourself or simply just say ‘hello’

Also, C2W has opened a service which helps you to trade safely with the Chinese motorcycle 
industry the ‘Trouble Shooter’. If you would like us to verify the authentictity of a motorcycle 
company, help you to chase an order, suggest the best factory for your needs or any other Chinese 
motorcycle related service please write to me at the above address.  

englishmaninchina@gmail.com

How is the aftersales service in your country? Tell us

Dear David

My organization works with the rural communities in Kenya, Uganda, Zambia, S. Sudan and Somalia.  
Apart from Somalia, in the other four countries, the modes of transport include taxis (matatus) and motor-
cycles.  Indeed, motorcycles are the main means of transport.  
 
Please find the work of Action Africa Help International at http://www.actionafricahelp.org
 
We are interested in partnering with the Motorcycle manufacturers for the following objectives:
a)      To develop a training programme for the Cyclists on road safety
b)      To develop a training programme for the motorcycle mechanics
c)      To develop a credit programme for the motorcyclists to finance purchase of motorcycles.
 
Kindly let me know if you know any  organization that would be interested in engaging in this activity, or 
you know an organization that would be interested.  We intend to bring on board other local partners who 
have declared their interest.
 
I look forward to hear from you.
 
Wanjiru Gichuhi, J. I Programme Manager  I  Action Africa Help I
International (AAH-I)  I FAWE House, Chania Avenue, Nairobi  I
Tel: +254 (0) 20 300755;  I e-mail wgichuhi@actionafricahelp.org  
Website:  http://www.actionafricahelp.org/>  
Better Health and Livelihoods

This is an excellent project and I hope that the publicity that you receive here can help you.

Hi David,  

I am interested in relocating to the region to offer my services to companies in the two-wheel sector look-
ing to develop their exports. 

To that end, I wondered if you had any contacts that might be looking for an internationally-experienced 
business development or general manager on either a staff or consultancy basis. 

You may recall that I am a former global dealer development manager, export sales manager, European 
marketing manager and French/Swiss subsidiary manager for Triumph Motorcycles and am now market 
entry and dealer development consultant for Harley-Davidson in North Africa and the Middle East. I am 
also business development consultant for Aquadrive LLC in Russia and global market entry consultant for 
Rock Oil Ltd. 

I speak fluent French, so can provide specific help with French-speaking markets. 

I don’t want to impose too much on your time, but feel free to pass on my contact details or LinkedIn pro-
file to anyone you think might be interested. Telephone on +33 635 15 11 00, email neilwebsterfr@gmail.
com, Skype neil.webster128 

If anyone is interested in Neil’s services contact him at the addresses mentioned. 
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Thanks for all your leTTers, 
ones ThaT are noT published 

here will be replied To 
personally.

englishmaninchina@gmail.com

The Englishman in China tries to answer your questions

Keep Dave happy, send him a letter!

Hi David

Do you know companies that manufacture 
scooters for the Canadian market that conform 
to Canadian legislation?

Thanks

Mansoor Allana    mansoorallana@gmail.com

Hopefully someone reading here will take 
the opportunity to start some business with 
Mansoor regarding motorcycles to Canada.

Dear Dave. 

I hope you remember us at the motorcycle show, 
Christo and Sofia, from Greece. How are you and 
your family? We are fine, here in Greece (has a lot 
of difficulties).Dave, we needs you for something, 
because you know very well the business in China. 
Christo wants you or your wife, to find out factories 
that make caps, inox and titanium, for exhausts 
for motorcycles .If you want to ask me something, 
please let me know. Wait for your reply, many 
thanks, Sofia Papagiannks.

I hope you can find the right product in China 
Sofia. Please reply to me if you sell this product 
and I will send your communication on to Sofia 
and Christo.

David’s Post box

What’s your favourite motorcycle brand? Let us know

Dear Sir,

We have attached herewith Revised Invoice for Pay-
ment please
acknowledge it and get back to us with payment ad-
vice copy--
Regards & thanks,

The United Trading Corporation Shanghai Office
Suite 15F,Jinming Building,
No. 8, South Zunyi Road, Shanghai
Tel: 021-62705780  Fax: 021-62705680
Mobile: 13817825450

I have included this email letter in my Post Box to 
give you an idea of the sort of bullshit scams that 
some people try to pull, please take note of this 
type of thing and report it to me.

Hello David,

I have been doing a bit of research on the net about motorcycle shows in china and your name popped up. 
We are a motorcycle parts and accessories wholesale/distributer in Perth-Western Australia, been in busi-
ness about 20 yrs or so. Basically we piggyback off the Australian distributers so are classed as there 
agent in WA distributing core products like Pirelli tyres, Motul oils,  but also do miscellaneous parts like 
MCS products, motorcycle chains, sprockets, Ramps, stands etc
Basically I’m looking for advice to attend a motorcycle show sometime next year mainly just to see what’s 
out there and maybe establish some contacts. Thinking about the China Motorcycle and Parts Fair as men-
tioned in C2W or something else you may recommend.
Thanks for your time and look forward to hearing back from you.
Regards 
Micko.
 
Michael  O’Hehir.
GP Wholesale.

HelloMicko, C2W is an official partner of the China Motorcycle Parts Fair (CMPF)and we would fully 
recommend that show to anyone trading in parts made in China.

Hi David,

I got your contact information from perusing around 
the internet trying to find a good rolling chassis sup-
plier and I’m interested to see another foreigner in 
the motorcycle industry in China. 
A bit of information about myself but I have a small 
startup that builds electric motorcycles off of gas 
motorcycles rolling chassis, and I’m currently look-
ing pretty hard for our next product lineup. We’ve 
produced small batches of CBR replicas with elec-
tric power trains, Naked street bikes and now we’re 
looking to do a cruiser/chopper style. 
Herein lies a problem, I found several suppliers of 
“cruiser” motorcycles all using a typical backbone 
half frame configuration. I’m looking for a frame that 
carries a down tube and lower tube for strength and 
rigidity, and haven’t been able to find a suitable sup-
plier yet. 
I’m not sure if you’d be interested, but I’m really in-
terested in bringing in a new electric motorcycle line-
up by 2016 and would like to find good people in the 
industry that would help make this product a reality. 
Thanks for taking the time to read through this email 
and I look forward to your reply. 

Have a great week and best regards, t

If anyone is in a position to help can you please 
contact me.

Dear David McMullan,

Thanks. I have been following the magazine. It looks 
great. I am helping a ZHEJIANG stamping company 
expand their business. They have capability of a 
large size range of motorcycle parts. They have no 
standard parts so we would target custom parts for 
OEM type design.  We have attended some auto 
fairs and I have advised them to attend some mo-
torcycle fairs. 
What are the next dates of your fairs especially the 
CIMA and CMPF? Will CIMA have a floor for parts 

suppliers or CMPF better? We like to target compa-
nies like Lifan etc.

Thanks
Richard

Hello Richard, to target companies like Lifan it’s 
better to attend the China International Motor-
cycle Trade Exhibition (CIMAmotor) as that is 
where they will exhibit. C2W is an official part-
ner of CIMA so I will send you some more de-
tails.

Good day

I am looking for a parts supplier in China, I currently 
own a scooter shop in South Africa, and will you be 
able to source parts for us? How will we be able to 
confirm correct parts? What quantities will we have 
to order?

Look forward to hearing from you.

Kind regards

If anyone out there has scooter parts for South 
Africa let me know.
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 CHAT FORUM
www.mychinamoto.com

OVER 225000 users

To chat with Chinese motorcycle buyers, traders, riders, enthusiasts and 
manufacturers- and read ride reports, see new models, arrange meetings, 

find spare parts and much more go to www.mychinamoto.com C2W’s Chinese 
motorcycle forum where you can join 225000 users that are all interested in the 

Chinese motorcycle industry.

PUSHING BRAKES TO THE LIMIT

IMPROVE YOUR BRAKING WITH GALFER

INDUSTRIAS GALFER
Tel:  +34 93 568 90 90
E-mail: info@galfer.es
www.galfermoto.com

#40 Román Ramos - World SBK 2015 - Kawasaki ZX-10R - CEV Moto2 Champion

BRAIDED STEEL BRAKE LINES

BRAKE PADS

BRAKE DISC WAVE®
WEIGHT REDUCTION FROM ORIGINAL
VERY EFFICIENT IN DRY AND WET
MORE BRAKING POWER
CORROSION RESISTANT
APPROVED PRODUCT
DISC WAVE® DESIGN

POWERFUL AND PROGRESSIVE
MAXIMUM FADE RESISTANCE
LESS WEAR
APPROVED PRODUCT
MINIMUM NOISE

NON-EXPANDABLE TUBES
FEEL IMPROVED
FASTER SPEED RESPONSE
HIGH TEMPERATURE RESISTANT

Disc wave
THE

ORIGINAL

WAVE

SEMI METAL  -  SCOOTER
TRIAL TOP  -  SINTERED  -  GP

Made in
SPAIN

EU

CHALLENGE

MOTO
2015

Campeonato de España
de Velocidad

WHO (RE ALLY ) 
MADE MY BIKE?

Where's my VIN?
Where is  the V IN on my motorcycle?  New 

motorcycles tend to have the VIN No stamped on 

the steering neck where the fork goes through the 

frame near the headlight. A few manufacturers 

such as Harley Davidson w i l l  stamp the VIN 

on the side of the engine and nowhere on the 

frame. Some Honda’s have a tag riveted to the 

steering neck and on occasion the VIN will be 

stamped in the frame just below the seat. Different 

manufacturers and the age of the motorcycle 

will ultimately determine the VIN location. Most 

scooters will have a cover above the footrest below 

the glove compartment which you can remove to 

see the VIN, if you have no cover then it may be 

located near the main stand.

What is a VIN?
VIN stands for Vehicle Identification Number, and 

can be found on any motorcycle, scooter, car, van 

etc.. It not something worth memorizing however 

knowing where its etched on your vehicle is worth 

the 10 seconds it takes.

The VIN is 17 characters long and is more or 

less a code to the vehicle's background. The VIN 

contains information on the manufacture, model 

year and where it was built. In many respects, the 

VIN is the ID for your vehicle.

The VIN appears on registration documents, and 

insurance cards in some countries but if you're like 

many people those documents are somewhere 

inside box in your house. Or is it in the garage? 

So knowing where it's at on your 2- or 4-wheeler 

makes it a lot easier and saves a bit of time. When 

buying parts, using the VIN is a sure way to find 

exactly what you need and quite often a sales rep 

will ask for it.

Additionally, if you are selling or buying a used 

vehicle the VIN tells you or a prospective buyer if 

the vehicle has been in an accident, rebuilt or even 

stolen, among other information.

A lot has been written about Chinese motorcycle manufacturers rebranding most of their export models 

in reference to the failure to establish brand recognition globally but there is also another downside to 

riding a rebranded Chinese motorcycle, the fact that you generally have no idea who the OEM is! C2W in 

partnership with the UK’s biggest Chinese motorcycle dealer Llexeter brings you… 

To discover the original manufacturers of your motorcycle go to the above website and simply put your 

motorcycle’s VIN number in the search bar.

www.whomademybike.com

Find out the OEM!

34 JANUARY    2016
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THE A TO Z OF THE CHINESE 
MOTORCYCLE INDUSTRY

For a bit of fun the C2W team tried to see if there was 
a Chinese motorcycle manufacturer for every letter of 
the alphabet and came up with the following results 
(some answers are quite tenuous as you will see).

Andes-A middle sized but growing 

Chongqing manufacturer 

partnered with Kington 

Benelli- Famous old Italian marque 

brought back to life by Qianjiang 
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Rato- have recently released a well-

received dual sport

Shineray- Owner of iconic Italian dirt 

bike company SWM

Tayo- A Guangdong company that 

produces the Zontes brand

UM- Chinese made popular brand in 

Latin America

Virtue- Small Chongqing brand and 

the only one beginning with V!

WangQiang- Builder of the only 

centre of cub manufacture in 

China

XGJAO- Owned by Yuan, the biggest 

shock absorber company in the 

world

Yinxiang- Another Chongqing giant 

producing around a million units a 

year

Zongshen- Partnered with Piaggio, 

Zongshen is one of the biggest 

manufacturers in China

  

CFMoto- First Chinese manufacturer 

to enter a motorcycle in the Isle of 

Man TT

Dayang- one of the biggest 

motorcycle manufacturers in 

China, headquartered in Henan

Electric scooters- okay, we cheated 

here.

Fuego Power- Producer of the 

famous ‘Tekken’ motorcycle model.

Geely are a famous auto and 

motorcycle producer

Haojue- Biggest producer of 

motorcycles in China

Italijet-Famous Italian brand now 

produced in China

Jialing- China’s oldest motorcycle 

manufacturer

Keeway- Qianjiang’s European brand 

originally from Hungary

Loncin- Produces scooters and 

engines OEM for BMW, also the 

biggest exporter.

Micantech motorcycles (Mican 

motors) are produced in 

Zhongshan

Nenki- specialise in making 

motocross 

Oh my goodness, there isn’t one 

beginning with o

Pioneer motorcycles produce 

the XFmoto brand in Shandong 

province.

Qianjiang are the umbrella group for 

Qjiang, Keeway and Benelli.

THE A TO Z OF THE CHINESE 
MOTORCYCLE INDUSTRY
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years and setting up a potentially painful 
devaluation. That move came six days 
after pro-business President Mauricio 
Macri took office promising deep reforms 
for Latin America’s third-largest econo-
my, which is facing warnings of a reces-
sion next year.
Finance Minister Alfonso Prat-Gay said 
the country “is normalizing its economy” 
after years of forex controls under left-
wing president Cristina Kirchner. Kirch-

ner imposed the restrictions in 2011 in a 
bid to stop capital flight and tax evasion 
but four years on, they were hurting ex-
porters, denting productivity and distort-
ing the economy. Since the announce-
ment, the dollar became worth less than 
10 Argentine pesos at the official ex-
change rate, but nearly 15 pesos on the 
black market.
Prat-Gay said the complex system of 
forex limitations for companies and indi-

Industry advice

41

viduals would be scrapped, with a single 
exchange rate set by the market.
“Whoever wants to export will be able to 
export without a permit, whoever wants 
to import will import. Whoever wants 
to buy dollars will be able to buy them, 
whoever wants to sell them will be able 
to sell them, and nobody will come after 
you,” he told a press conference.

He would not speculate on what the new 
exchange rate would be. Economists say 
it will likely settle close to the black-mar-
ket rate -- a steep devaluation. Prat-Gay 
said the central bank would intervene by 
buying or selling dollars if necessary to 
avoid sharp changes.

“There’s no magic number. It’s a return 

CHANGE OF GOVERNMENT RE-
OPENS DOORS FOR THE CHINESE 
MOTORCYCLE INDUSTRY

Until 4 years ago Argentina was a ma-
jor partner of the Chinese motorcycle 
industry with imports numbering in the 
millions of units and billions of dollars. 
6 years ago a new Argentinian left-wing 
government instigated a ‘protectionist’ 
policy making it difficult to pay in US 
dollars and actively preventing import 
but a recent change in government has 
opened up new possibilities for the Chi-
nese industry.

Argentina’s new government has now 
scrapped foreign exchange restrictions, 
allowing citizens and companies to buy 
dollars freely for the first time in four 

By Fabricio Lacabanne in Buenos Aires      http://www.dnarepuestos.com

englishmaninchina@gmail.com 

INDUSTRY ADVICE
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www.chinamotorcyclenews.com
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to normality. The exchange rate will fluc-
tuate,” he said. Economists warn the 
country faces a rough adjustment. “De-
valuation implies a significant fall in real 
wages because of the increase in the 
cost of living,” said Hernan Letcher of the 
Center for Argentine Economic Policy.
But it  is necessary medicine, said 
Ramiro Castineira of consulting firm 
Econometrica.

“With the currency exchange control in 
place, the economy can’t grow,” he told 
AFP.
Argentines who wanted to exchange 
pesos for dollars under the old system 
had to document where they got the 
money, and could only buy up to $2,000 
a month. The system put a brake on 
motorcycle import as transaction are pri-
marily in dollars.
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Dayangt

BOOST FOR CH I N ESE 
MOTORCYCLE INDUSTRY 

AS IMF ADMIT YUAN
The Internat ional  Monetary Fund ( IMF) 
admitted China’s Yuan into its benchmark 
currency basket on the 30th November 2015 
in another success for Beijing’s campaign 
for China’s recognition as a global economic 
power.

The IMF’s executive board agreed to 
a d d  t h e  Yu a n  t o 
its Special 

Drawing 
R i g h t s  ( S D R ) 

b a s ke t  a l o n g s i d e  t h e 
dollar, euro, pound sterling and yen, in a 
move earlier backed by IMF managing direc-
tor Christine Lagarde and in-house experts. 
To meet the IMF’s criteria , Beij ing has 
undertaken a flurry of reforms in recent 
months, including better access for foreign-
ers to Chinese currency markets, more 
frequent debt issuance and expanded Yuan 
trading hours.

“The addit ion and the inclusion of the 
renminbi in the SDR basket of currencies 
is recognition of the significant reforms 

which have been conducted, of the signifi-
cant opening up of the Chinese economy, of 
the financial, more market-driven principles 
that are being used by the Chinese author-
ities going forward. That is clearly symbolic 
in a way of all those reforms, which is why 

I associated the renminbi 
i n c l u s i o n 

with the 
r e f o r m s 

conducted 
a n d  t o  b e 
continued,” Lagarde 
told journalists at a briefing at the IMF’s 
Washington headquarters.

The Yuan’s inclusion is a largely symbolic 
move, with few immediate implications for 
financial markets. But it is the first time 
an additional currency has been added to 
the SDR basket and the biggest change in 
its composition for 35 years. The change 
should take effect in October 2016.
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I have previously written about the need for the Chinese motorcy-
cle industry to consolidate in terms of the number of motorcycle 
manufacturers operating and exporting. With the ban on motor-
cycles in urban areas and dropping export figures (mainly caused 
by Indian competition and cheap cars) the industry can no longer 
sustain the 200+ motorcycle manufacturing companies that it 
once boasted. To put it in to perspective, India has just 6 motorcy-
cle manufacturers that are Indian owned and of course Japan has 
4. 
In post war Japan in was a bit different as arms factories seam-
lessly turned themselves in to motorcycle manufacturers (as they 
have done for decades, must look in to that one day, something to 
do with tubes I imagine). But in Japan the government took a sen-
sible approach and issued motorcycle manufacturing licences to 

but 4 companies, the rest would have to adapt and have success-
fully with Bridgestone being the obvious example of a motorcycle 
manufacturer changing its  projects (to the tyre industry).
There have been no such policies thrust upon Chinese motorcycle 
factories but we are now seeing the demise of many of the smaller 
motorcycle plants. Many of the smaller factories are simple sin-

gle production line assembly plants. These 
companies do not make anything and cannot 
really be considered as OEM companies as 
they basically cobble together parts from 
other companies. They generally produce 
and sell to developing countries, mainly on 
the African continent, and have increasingly 
struggled as the customer base evolves from 
‘the cheaper the better’ range of these fac-
tories to a more quality and value based phi-
losophy. 
Although this consumer philosophy change 
has rung the death knell for many Chinese 
motorcycle companies as many of them have 
just moved on to other related industries 
such as the electric bicycle/ scooter and 
electronic component industries. 
As the bigger Chinese motorcycle manufac-
turers have had to step up a gear to compete 
on markets with the likes of Hyosung (South 
Korea), Kymco (Taiwan) and Hero, TVS and 

Bajaj from India the smaller and middle sized 
factories have been unable to and have felt 
the full force of the downturn. 
It’s not all bad news for the smaller factories 
as many of them have adapted their existing 
supply chains to aid them in setting up new 
enterprises in emerging and evolving mar-
kets. Harry Po is the owner and CEO of Leng 
Feng Scooters, a small scooter producer and 
exporter from Zhejiang province. He reports 
“we used to enjoy really good trade, espe-
cially in the export business. Our scooters 
were exported to Laos, Cambodia and Burma 
mainly but then the market got saturated and 
our export orders decreased by half. As the 
export figures kept on decreasing I made a 
decision to get out of that particular trade 
while I still had money to invest in another 
avenue of the industry, it was a good move. 
In summer of 2015 I started to manufacture 
electric scooters. I had all the supply chain 
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CHINESE INDUSTRY FINALLY 
FACES CONSOLIDATION

Written by David McMullan the ‘Englishman in China’
It is important to remember that the negative stories featured here represent a minority 

of Chinese motorcycle export experiences, warnings should however be heeded.
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gest producer of cub motorcycles in China with cubs making up 
95% of their production numbers. They have recently developed 
and produced snowmobile models that are proving to be very 
popular and claim that they will continue to develop new products 
in order to keep moving forward. 
Many of the bigger Chongqing motorcycle manufacturers have in-
terests outside of the automotive manufacturing industry choos-
ing to invest in Real Estate or even turn in to loan companies. Fa-
mously Lifan own a football team (Chongqing Lifan FC).
It could well be the case that the demise of the smaller manufac-
turers will herald the further evolution and success of the bigger 
factories as competition on foreign and domestic markets lessen. 
Time will tell on that one.
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contacts to produce scooters so I adapted 
our business model and began to manufac-
ture electric scooters which has proved to be 
a really good business so far and has opened 
up the domestic market to us again as well as 
continuing to export to countries like Laos and 
Cambodia.”
Sales and exports of the bigger motorcycle 
manufacturers are also taking sizable hits but 
they have steadied the ship by seeking west-
ern markets where Chinese commuter motor-
cycles are becoming acceptable and popular. 
The leap in quality required to service these 
markets means that there is a much bigger 
profit for the manufacturer in each unit which 
helps to balance the loss of profit from selling 
less motorcycles.
It’s now quite clear that the only growing mo-

torcycle manufacturers (in terms of unit num-
bers) are the companies with joint-venture 
agreements with foreign motorcycle manufac-
turers, mainly the Japanese (Honda in particu-
lar). This has caused other Chinese factories 
to reach out abroad in the hope of securing 
the sort of partnership that is making Sundiro 
Honda and Wuyang Honda very successful mo-
torcycle manufacturing companies. 
Other big motorcycle companies are expand-
ing their range and including mini vans (be-
coming increasingly popular in agricultural 
areas) and other products in their repertoire. 
Chongqing company WangQiang are the big-
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Fuego-   Fuego Power in Chongqing is 
the manufacturer of the ‘Motorhead’ brand. 
Fuego are one of the newest additions 
to the Chinese motorcycle industry and 
gained recognition when one of their dirt 
bike models achieved the ‘Guinness world 
record for a motorcycle tour in one country’ 
when C2W sub-editor Sean Kerr completed 
a 36000 kilometre tour in 2013. Fuego are 
also known for their popular ‘Tekken’ dual 
sport bike and an eagerly anticipated café 
racer due to be released in 2016.

Haojin-  Haojin are one of the biggest 
and most recognisable brands from the 
Chinese motorcycle industry. Headquar-
tered in Guangdong province Haojin are a 
prolific model producer and have designed 
and produced over 80 different models over 
the last 12 years. Haojin exhibit extensively 
at motorcycle exhibitions around the world 
and regularly display their new models at 
Canton fair in Guangzhou and the China 
International Motorcycle Trade Exhibition 
(CIMAmotor) in Chongqing.

53

MOTORCYCLE COMPANY PROFILES

Everyone in the motorcycle industry knows the creation stories of the famous brands, from 
the weapons factory origins of Royal Enfield, BSA, Benelli and others to the humble bike 
shed beginnings of Honda. I imagine that hardly anyone knows that these stories have star-
tlingly similar parallels among China’s motorcycle manufacturing industry. These days it’s 
impossible to actually count the number of Chinese motorcycle companies that exist, some-
times companies in a different industry will rent a production line to produce motorcycles for 
export. Sometimes motorcycle companies are nothing but traders who farm their orders out 
to existing motorcycle manufacturers but there are those who have a rich history and have 

enjoyed successful achievements globally.  
With more and more Chinese brand names becoming recognizable worldwide this article 
has been designed to educate the reader (importer) as to the strengths of different factories 

and also the size of their production in the list below. 
In these profiles I’ll be detailing the histories and remarkable features of some of China’s 

top motorcycle exporting companies.

EVERY MONTH C2W GIVES YOU THE DETAILS OF 8 
CHINESE MOTORCYCLE MANUFACTURERS

MOTORCYCLE COMPANY PROFILES

On road ATV’s, send us your photos
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Send us your riding safety tips

Sundiro-   Sundiro are probably (definitely) best 
known for their collaboration with Honda called, unsurpris-
ingly, Sundiro Honda. In recent year Chinese companies 
that have joined in joint venture cooperation deals with 
Honda, Yamaha and Suzuki have resisted the downturn 
in production, sales and export that other Chinese motor-
cycle manufacturers have. Sundiro joined with Honda in 
2001 and hit the 7 million unit mark in 10 years making it a 
real success story.

Jincheng-   Jincheng as a company has existed in 
the manufacturing sector since 1949. This company has 8 
subdivisions with interests including hydraulic and light in-
dustry, electric bicycles as well as motorcycles. Jincheng’s 
sales on the domestic and export motorcycle markets 
sipped for a while but its ability to offer a range of mechan-
ical products meant that Jincheng was able to weather the 
storm and restore parity to its export operations in 2015.

Hensim-   Chongqing Hensim Group Co., Ltd. is a 
privately owned manufacturer of motorcycles, engines and 
generators based in Chongqing. Founded in 1998 Hen-
sim is one of the only middle sized motorcycle factories 
to actively pursue a marketing and sales campaign in the 
United States meeting with some remarkable success in 
the state of California. Hensim export a range of products 
including their off-road range (dirt bikes and ATV’s), go 
carts and generators. 
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What language would you like to read C2W in?

Yadea-   Yadea is quite often described as the leading 
manufacturer of electric scooters and bikes in China. Chi-
na has an enormous electric vehicle manufacturing base 
but many of the products produced are deemed suitable 
only for the domestic market. Yadea is the exception and 
has successfully exported its products to many European 
countries including the Netherlands and Germany, 2 of 
the European Union’s biggest users of electric bikes and 
scooters. 

Senke-   Senke motorcycle industry co. Ltd is a 
sub-company of the China national machinery& equip-
ment corp. (group), and is located in Heshan city which is 
a 45 minutes’ drive away from the city of Guangzhou. One 
of the main distinctive features of the-is company is that 
it collaborates with the research and development and 
design departments of Polish motorcycle manufacturer 
Romet to give more of a distinctive European look to their 
models. 

Wonjan-   Wonjan Motorcycles in Chongqing are a 
progressive motorcycle and cub producer with an interest 
in producing specialist models such as monkey bikes on 
a big scale. A visitor to the China International Motorcycle 
Trade Exhibition will notice that Wonjan put more effort in 
to their exhibition stand than the bigger motorcycle man-
ufacturers and also actively pursue marketing campaigns 
with more forward thinking and market research than their 
bigger neighbours. 
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travelled from Yunnan in the south of China and worked 
their way through Laos, were doing some tourist hotspots 
in Thai before heading south to Malaysia.  
It’s not just strangers on Chinese bikes that I enjoyed 
discussion with about riding outside of China. Mr Zhang, 
a government official from just north of Beijing, was one 
of the many hospitable riders I had met while touring 
China and I was happy to welcome him in Thailand once 
he’d made the multi-day journey from the capital of China 
to the old capital of the Lanna Kingdom. During our chat 
he told me “It isn’t completely illegal for bikes to use the 
highways in China, but the highway police make it very 
difficult to do so giving the impression that it’s prohibited 
so it might as well be as far as most riders are concerned. 
I made it from the north of China to here in just a few days 
thanks to the highways but only because I keep copies 
of hard to find small print in the highways law book that I 

China, being as big as it is, offers plenty of 
climates and terrains for the adventurous 
rider but the restriction on motorcycle 
in cities and on highways is pushing 
Chinese riders abroad into other parts of 
Asia where restrictions aren’t as limiting. 
Despite it being notoriously difficult to 
take a vehicle into China to tour without 
a stack of paperwork to be stamped and 
copied in triplicate, leaving China on a 
Chinese registered bike is a simple as 
having the correct registration papers and 
obviously a visa for the rider. 

Over the last decade the 
C hin e s e  mi d dle  c la s s e s 
have seen a massive rise 
in the disposable income 
hitting their bank accounts. 
Purchases of luxury goods 
in China are higher than 
anywhere else on the planet 
a n d  f o r  a  go o d  ha n df ul 
of the population the key 
lu x ur y  i te m to  ow n is  a 
quality motorcycle. Long 
gone are the days when a 
motorcycle was seen as a 
workhorse for farmers or a 
poor man’s equivalent to a 
car. This wealthy generation 
have the c ar s ,  have the 
apar tment and probably 
have a very expensive wife 
to maintain. The feeling 
of  adventure of fered by 
packing up the panniers, 
booking two weeks off work 
and heading out on the 
open road is a feeling that 
many long for. 

While on a short tour in Thailand I bumped into a couple on a 
Jailing. I commented to my wife about the bike and the owner 
overheard, he was surprised to discover that I’d lived and 
rode in China and was proficient in Chinese. We spent a few 
minutes discussing why he’d chosen to ride in Thailand and 
the reasons were as I’ve stated above; “ease of city access” 
and “open highways without bike bans”. The couple had 
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to a motorcycle market to purchase 
such items. Every one of them told 
me that they had come to the market 
initially to prepare their motorcycles 
for a long tour, while they were here 
they inquired about the other gear 
they needed for the tour. It didn’t take 
long for me and many other shop 
owners to begin to furnish the tourists 
with their requirements, we’re not 
slow in adapting in China if it means 
making money!” Hong Yadong’s 
near neighbour continued “many of 
the shoppers were asking by name 
for western brands of camping and 
outdoor equipment, we had never 
heard of the brands but we started 
to stock Chinese equivalents. We 
all noted that if western equipment 
brands knew what was going on here 
they would be flooding in to take a 
slice of the market. It’s strange really 
that the consumers that we meet are 
happy to wear Chinese helmets and 
other safety gear which is in most 
cases inferior to western brands, 
but when it comes to something 
that doesn’t involve their safety they 
would happily splash out thousands 
of RMB!”
I t  w o u l d  s e e m  t h a t  C h i n a ’ s 
neighbouring countries are prime 
destinations for two-wheel tourers 
looking to enjoy some new culture 
and some new roads. As long as 
those with disposable incomes keep 
on desiring motorcycle trips abroad 
we can expect an increase in Chinese 
riders all over the world within the 
next decade.

have access to as a government official.”
As we arrive at a tyre shop in search of some 
new rear rubber for Mr Zhang’s GS1200 he goes 
on “I could have very well flown to Thailand or 
even driven here but it just isn’t the same visceral 
experience. Coming by bike I get to be part of the 
environment. There’s also the camaraderie that 
goes with riding; all the way here from Laos I’ve 
been fortunate enough to share coffees with other 
riders on their own tours. We all have different 
destinations and origins but we all travel by 
the same means and that makes us, in a sense, 
brothers.” It was unfortunate that Mr Zhang was 
only in town a short time and we didn’t have the 
opportunity to sink a few beers because I know 
from past experiences with him that he can drink 
like a fish!
The international journeys of Chinese riders are 
not just notable outside of China. The domestic 
markets (both motorcycle and accessories) have 
seen an increase in demand for touring items. 
Hong Yadong is the proprietor of a motorcycle 
gear shop; he told me “I used to make my living 
from helmets, gloves and body armour, that 
kind of thing. I noticed (over the course of a few 
months) that I was being asked for camping and 
outdoor leisure equipment more and more; finally 
I began to ask the customers why they had come 
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it was relevant to our industry and invoked vi-
sions of the tough biker attitude.”
It could be argued that Chinese companies 
overlook the importance of a brand name 
mainly because most of their products are 
re-branded anyway. Yang Xiao Yong co- organ-
iser of the Chinese Motorcycle forum makes 
the point “China is the world’s factory and most 
companies will produce a bespoke motorcycle 
to the customer’s specifications that includes 
the brand. In Latin America you could be for-
given for thinking that they have hundreds of 
motorcycle factories, they do not; they have 
China. One of the problems is that a single 
model, let’s say a cub, could be made by 5 dif-
ferent Chinese factories. The problem arises 
when customers require parts, where should 
they come from? This is a particular problem in 
Brazil these days.”
A big problem with rebranding for foreign mar-
kets is that the company misses out on build-
ing reputation. In the early days motorcycle 
manufacturers were using motor sport to intro-
duce new models and build brand recognition. 
The Chinese companies don’t have as much 
opportunity in motorsport to build their repu-
tation as evident by Zongshen’s dominance of 
the Chinese Superbike series which gets bare-
ly any TV coverage and Loncin’s brief stint in 
MotoGP’s 125cc class which was let down by 
foreign management. 

In Taiwan the brand Ky-
mco has received high acclaim and a slew of 
awards from around the world for their bikes 
and brand. Even the Japanese producers con-
sider them a nuisance to business because 
of their success. Kymco do not rebrand their 
models in order to build their reputation. You 
probably know of Bajaj and Hero from India, 
two of the biggest motorcycle companies in 
the world, they don’t rebrand either. These 
companies are now in successful competition 
with China’s target markets like Africa and Latin 
America.
Winston Guo sums up the scenario “we are ex-
pecting a dramatic fall in the amount of smaller 
motorcycle factories in China as their markets 
become more competitive. Given this event 
it would be remiss for the bigger motorcycle 
companies not to start the mass marketing of 
their brand names. There is no earthly reason 
why Loncin, Lifan, Zongshen et al shouldn’t be 
among the most recognisable brands in the 
motorcycle world; it’s time for China to start 
employing more marketing consultants who 
have experience on an international level. I have 
seen many international marketing companies 
at Canton Fair and CIMAmotor, they approach 
Chinese companies and are treated very polite-
ly, meetings, dinner and drinks, but thus far no 
company has taken the need for professional 
international brand marketing seriously.”
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CHINESE M A NUFAC T URERS 
STILL NOT PROMOTING BRAND 
AWARENESS 

noT in my name
In the world of motorcycles company names 
play a key role. Kawasaki, Yamaha, Honda and 
Suzuki all roll of the tongue very nicely. They 
are ingrained in our brains and we have no 
problems remembering or saying these names 
thanks to the years they’ve been around. 
Somebody dealing in the Chinese bike industry 
will be dealing with companies that aren’t any 
more than 30+ years old and with monikers 
that aren’t such house-hold names. Try out Ji-
anshe, Haojue or Zongshen on somebody un-
familiar with the industry and they won’t be as 
easy to remember or pronounce as their Japa-
nese neighbours.
Listening to the chatter going on at Canton Fair 
one can often hear Chinese brand names being 
ridiculed or mispronounced. C2W editor, David 
McMullan, comments “Some of these factories 
are producing as many units per years as Ka-
wasaki are yet have the silliest imitation names 
like ‘Yamasaki’ and ‘Kawaseki’. If these compa-
nies were back street outfits with a single as-
sembly line supplying to the local townspeople 
perhaps we could turn a blind eye. But the fact 
is that these companies are large producers 
building fairly good quality bikes under a name 
that show severe lack of imagination on the 
part of the marketing teams. Or perhaps they 
were just really drunk. Either way, they’re made 
fun of by international traders for obvious rea-
sons.”

Speaking to Winston Guo, motorcycle histori-
an, he tells us “it took many years for Chinese 
companies to realise that Chinese brand names 
were difficult for foreign buyers to understand 
and pronounce. There is also the case that 
(to the foreign ear) many motorcycle compa-
nies have similar sounding names, cases in 
point could be- Haojue + Haojin, Dachangjiang 
+Qianjiang, Dayun + Dayang + Wuyang. Some 
brands have ambiguous names that foreigners 
can never seem to agree on pronunciation, a 
good example of this is the Shineray Compa-
ny. Some dealers pronounce this brand Shine-
Ray whereas others call them Shin-Er-Ay. If 
these guys can’t agree on a pronunciation then 
there’s a problem.”
There are exceptions in which Chinese brands 
have avoided using Pinyin (Romanised Chinese) 
and opted for a western name to make life a lit-
tle easier for everyone. Examples of this would 
be ‘CFmoto’ or ‘Moto X’ which are easily rec-
ognisable. Some have gone for full-on English 
styled names like Apollo or Motorhead. Zhang 
Yimin, owner of the Motorhead brand picked 
the name after careful consideration “We didn’t 
want to trade with a Chinese name because 
even for close foreign friends of mine pronunci-
ation can be a problem, and these people have 
experience dealing in China. After doing some 
research and speaking to a handful of foreign 
traders we settled on the name Motorhead as 

What’s your favourite Chinese model? Let us know
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During the Canton Fair it’s becoming more 
common each year to see hoards of foreign 
companies producing their motorcycles in China. 
Not just the obvious brands that are associated 
with China production like the BMW engines or 
the Apple iPhone you most likely have in your 
pocket, but smaller brands that build in China 
and ship to a single destination where they retail 
to local buyers within their home countries. Many 
years ago there were only a handful of European 
or American businessmen setting up factories 
in China to take advantage of the lower labour 
costs and cheaper materials than they could 
manage to find in their home lands. Nowadays 
there’s so many one would be hard pressed to 
meet all of their reps within the opening days of 
the Canton Fair.
Dutch engineer and business owner Dimitri 
Hettinga trades under the name SuperMotor 
and produces his units in collaboration with 
Chongqing giant Yinxiang and specialist builder 
Motorhead to manufacture ‘custom’ super-cubs 
and café-racers. Why China though? Demitri 
tells us “China is the only country that could 
supply the parts and technology we required 
at a reasonable price. We want to be known for 
our value as well as our quality and no one does 
it better than China. Our base is in Chongqing 
which is the biggest motorcycle producing city 
in the world; 20% of the world’s motorcycles are 

made there and they have a huge motorcycle 
parts chain. In the past it would have been difficult 
to have our suppliers make the parts we need for 
our retro models (although we do import Dunlop 
tyres for the café racer), but they really have their 
act together now and we’re more than happy to 
stay producing in China.”
From Russia, the Ibris brand chose China 
for their production run of their ever popular 
snowmobile products. Some of the top vehicles 
in the line-up are the Snowdog and Dingo which 
they proudly display at their booth at Canton 
Fair.  “We import thousands of motorcycles from 
China and decided to manufacture our snow 
products there. China already had a history of 
designing snowmobiles so when we showed the 
factory our plans it was easy to begin production. 
A lot of bad things are said about the Chinese 
automotive industries, things like their quality is 
not good and that they only sell cloned models 
but it is no longer true. China has great potential 
for any foreign investor wishing to set up and 
cooperate with an existing factory.”
It’s not only Europeans that are jumping in for 
some action in China. Australian brand Braaap 
have a made a base for their operations in 
Guangdong province. Their main staple was off-
road bikes, notable for their consecutive world 
championship titles in 2012 and 2013, but Braaap 
have now added a good selection of road bikes 

A NOTICEABLE 
INCREASE 
IN FOREIGN 
MOTORCYCLE 
COMPANIES 
MANUFACTURING 
IN CHINA
Report by David McMullan
englishmaninchina@gmail.com 

to their range. C2W caught up with Braaap founder, 
Brad, to get his reasons for producing in China ““After 
the success we enjoyed producing and racing off-road 
bikes we decided to manufacture a range of specially 
designed road bikes for global markets. We now 
produce a 24 horse power Street-fighter that weighs 
in at 70 kg, and a 450cc café-racer with a water-cooled 
engine as well as the MX1, which is the pit-bike that 
has won the last 2 world championships. Cooperating 
with Chinese companies has been essential to our 
continuing success and it’s really been smooth going, 
Chinese technical staff has proved to be every bit as 
skilled as their Aussie counterparts, which I suppose 
is natural considering the size of the industry.”
Many companies had their designs from home sent to 
China for production but the number of brands doing 
it now has sky rocketed. Not only are they producing 
on Chinese manufacturing lines but they are sending 
over foreign workers from their firms to be stationed 
in China to keep an eye on quality control and oversee 
and issues that arise.
Rio Wang of Motorhead based in Chongqing is happy 
about the coming of foreign experts to team up with 
the Chinese factories, he told us “We have learned a 
lot from our foreign partners especially in terms of the 
attention necessary for top quality design and the best 
way to affect quality control. The guys we cooperate 
with are used to European standards and it’s been a 
great education for us. I remember once going to the 
Loncin factory and marveling at their BMW section, 
Chinese guys working with Teutonic efficiency was a 
marvel to behold! Their worker safety standards were 
also a lesson we learned but I’d like to think that our 
foreign partners also learn a thing or two from us!”
The improvement in Chinese business practices and 
production standards has enabled these partnerships 

to happen. Where once some brands would have 
purchased their units and imported them to their 
home countries knocked down in a crate with little 
involvement in the manufacture process there are 
now more companies being actively involved in 
construction. Joint ventures are popping up all over 
the place and seem to be beneficial to both companies 
involved.
International joint ventures (Loncin-BMW, Zongshen-
Piaggio, Qinqi-Peugeot/ Suzuki, Jianshe-Yamaha, 
Sukida-Honda); have proved invaluable to the Chinese 
motorcycle industry for many years now. From 
technology sharing to promoting brand recognition 
or even for gaining that good old mainstay of Chinese 
business practice ‘face’, JV’s have long been the 
difference between success and failure for some 
Chinese motorcycle companies. China’s  latest 
automotive industry policy release advises that 
foreign investors will be permitted to control stakes 
of more than 50 percent in automobile and motorcycle 
joint ventures with Chinese partners if their JVs are 
built in China's export processing zones and aimed 
at overseas markets, making China a lucrative 
manufacturing ground for many big motorcycle 
companies. The changing zeitgeist is that smaller 
international motorcycle companies are setting up with 
total autonomy with the smaller Chinese motorcycle 
manufacturers, hiring staff and production lines and 
installing their own offices and supervisors. From the 
evidence witnessed at Canton fair it would seem to be 
the shape of things to come. 
In the spirit of doing our best to improve the Chinese 
motorcycle industry through this publication we would 
endeavour to help any companies out there who wish 
to operate in China to find a partner. Simply contact us 
with a query and we’ll do our best to help.
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but it’s only once the storms set in and all manor 
of hiccups leave you up the creak that keep-
ing a positive attitude can mean the difference 
between gritting the teeth and continuing or 
throwing in the towel. There are more than a few 
factors that can affect the morale of a rider or 
a group of riders but to keep it simple the main 
ones faced on any extended journey are poor 
weather, mechanical issues, bad roads and lack 

Chapter 5

of basic comforts.
So to start with the obvious let’s think 
about weather. When I say “weath-
er” I mean both weather formations 
and climate. What probably won’t do 
much damage to morale are clear, 
blue skies and a steady 25° Celsius on 
beautiful mountain roads. What might 
make anyone a bit cranky is 50mph 
winds through arid deserts with no 
shelter in sight or torrential rains on a 
sloppy dirt track up the backside of 
a mountain. Blizzards can be a bit of 
drain on spirits too. Having somehow 
survived all of those conditions I can 
honestly say that most of them aren’t 
much fun. I managed to get through it 
because I knew that I would look back 
with fondness on all the hardships that 
the weather produced although at the 
time I probably just wanted to be back 
at home. It goes without saying that 
preparing for these events will make 
them much less miserable so be sure 
to know what you have coming further 
down the road and be prepared for it. 
It is hard to keep a smile on your face 
when it is -20°c and the feeling in your 
fingers and toes disappeared long ago 

By Sean Kerr, C2W sub-editor

Life on 

From 2013 to 2015 CTW’s Sean Kerr 
headed up a two man team setting 
out to ride to the furthest corners of 
China, on Chinese bikes and with 
Chinese backing. The tour eventually 
landed the team an official Guinness 
World Record for riding the longest 
distance within a single country. The 
following story chronicles the highs 
and low of the journey as well as of-
fering advice, tips and what to expect 
from life on the road.

This month I’d like to take a minute 
to talk about morale. Very little is 
mentioned about it when reading up 
on touring but it’s a critical part of 
getting the journey done and without 
some good spirits unfortunate events 
can seem like the end of the world. 
The dictionary gives us this definition: 
“…the confidence, enthusiasm, and 
discipline of a person or group at a 
particular time.” It’s so easy to sit at 
a desk planning a trip and thinking 
that all things have been considered 

the road

Need help in China? Contact David
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passing truck we found out that the next town did have a me-
chanic’s shop since we clearly couldn’t fix the issue ourselves. 
The only option we had was to use a couple of bungee straps 
to hook up the broken bike to mine so I could tow it into the 
town ahead. It worked and then it was a simple job of replac-
ing the faulty HT lead that failed as a result of several river 
crossings the week before. While towing a fully laden bike by 
a rubber band is rather dangerous and requires accurate co-
ordination between riders it is something that creates a strong 
interpersonal bond adding to a boost in morale.
Now we come to bad roads. I could honestly fill this whole 
magazine just to dedications of hatred towards idiot drivers 
and crappy road surfaces but I only have a few pages for this 
chapter. And deep down inside I actually quite like the rough, 
terrible roads as they make up half the fun of bike touring (as 
long as you’re riding the right equipment for it). Bad drivers 
are a hazard to motorcyclists the world over but living on the 
road means dealing with them all day, every day. Most of you 
will have your own solutions to cure the frustration but my per-
sonal favourites are mostly dangerous and probably illegal so I 
won’t incriminate myself by telling and I certainly won’t recom-
mend any of them to anyone. Being constantly harassed by 
idiots with the road craft skills of a five year old can give mo-

but that’s all part of the fun, right?
Mechanicals can usually be avoided 
with proper regular maintenance 
but even the tightest motorcycles 
can succumb to punctures, engine 
gremlins or kinks in the suspension 
or drivetrain. Again, being prepared 
will go a long way towards avoid-
ing suffering by the roadside with 
snapped chain. A small collection of 
tool stored away somewhere on the 
bike will also be of use if, like me, 
rattles drive you insane. On long 
journeys things come loose, that’s 

just a fact; mirrors, plastics, manifold 
covers, bash guards, whatever, even 
having a bicycle multi-tool to hand 
will remedy most minor issues. As 
for big problems maintaining a clear 
head and not getting filled with de-
spair is key to the solution. Breaking 
down on the border of Gansu prov-
ince and Inner Mongolia landed my 
team mate and I in a rather barren 
desert with 60km from both where 
we’d come from and to where we 
were going. Luckily it was a nice 
sunny day. Managing to flag down a L
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the journey and can be looked back on with 
fondness. It also makes a clean hostel with 
a hot shower, regular flushing lavatory, good 
BBQ and cold beer seem like a little piece of 
paradise. 

Coming to China? Meet us!
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rale a heavy beating. Nothing a few beers at the 
end of the day can’t cure hopefully.
Something that goes hand in hand with long 
distance touring is the discomfort of being away 
from home, if you had one to start with, that 
is. I don’t mean the agony of riding from 5 star 
hotel to 5 star hotel*…cough…Ewan & Char-
ley…cough…* but the real discomfort of finding 
a flat bit of ground on a mountain in the dark 
during a freezing rain storm and then pitching 
a tent while trying not soak your bedding or die 
of hypothermia. Other discomforts can be cul-
tural; doing ones business in a truck stop troth 
can be traumatising to the senses especially if 
you’re used to a pristine throne. Crap food, days 
without showers and rough nights in a tent can 
degrade the spirit over time but it’s all part of 
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Is Chinese quality improving? Give us your opinion

Brief history Subsidiaries 

What bike would you like to see made? Tell us

JIALING, CHINA’S FIRST MOTORCYCLE     
  MANUFACTURER

Like many motorcycle manufacturing companies 

(think Benelli, BSA and Royal Enfield) Jialing began 

as a supplier of arms to China’s military forces. Jial-

ing was first established in 1875 and first began to 

produce civilian motorcycles in 1979 making it the 

oldest motorcycle manufacturer and the founder of 

the now huge Chinese motorcycle industry.

In 1981 Jialing set up a joint venture with Honda, the 

first of its kind in China and again paving the way 

for other companies to emulate and soon (In 1987) 

the “China Jialing Group” was created and began to 

float on the Shanghai stock exchange in 1995.

In 1990 Jialing expanded from the domestic mo-

torcycle consumer market and began to export its 

models internationally, it now exports to 90 countries 

globally employs more than 10,000 employees, and 

controls assets of 50 billion RMB.

Jialing has established four subsidi-

aries around China, they are- Guang-

dong Jialing Motorcycle Co., Ltd., 

Shanghai Jialing Vehicle Industry Co., 

Ltd., Chongqing Jialing Jiapeng In-

dustrial Co., Ltd and the Henan Jial-

ing Three-wheel Motorcycle Co., Ltd. 

Internationally the Jialing Group has 

established manufacturing plants in 

South-East Asia and South America. 

‘Jialing’ and ‘Traxx’ are the primary Jial-

ing controlled brands on international 

markets helping the Jialing Group to 

become a well-known internationally 

operated enterprise.

Jialing’s manufactured products have engine 

displacements ranging from from 35cc to 600cc, 

and they have produced hundreds of motorcycle 

models in their history. Historically their sales have 

reached more than 18 million units, accounting 

for 1/6 of the Chinese motorcycle market invento-

ry to date. Jialing has the capacity to produce 2 

million motorcycles annually and boasts a well-es-

tablished R&D technology, manufacture, quality, 

support, marketing systems, advanced process 

technology, equipment, and top level quality man-

agement system. It also has a national Technology 

Centre (the first R&D Centre in Chinese motorcy-

cle industry), a post-doctoral research worksta-

tion, and motorcycle quality testing stations, five 

domestic manufacture bases and five overseas 

subsidiaries. Jialing has also set up a nationwide 

marketing services network in China.

73
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KMS VPP - 08 January 2016 - Calgary, Alberta, 
Canada - The first stop on the KMS VPP roadshow 
begins at the Calgary Motorcycle Show 2016 
www.calgarymotorcycleshow.ca 

The Canadian motorcycle market is vastly different than the 

markets in the big 6 motorcycle markets globally. Canadians 

buy larger displacement motorcycles and generally ride for fun 

on days and weekends when the sun is shining.

China, India, Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam and Brazil are all 

markets where motorcycle use is primarily connected with 

daily mobility and work. Motorcycles are the solution to saving 

time in congested cities in these densely populated countries. 

Riders are lucky, besides checking those “practical boxes”, 

everyday use of your motorcycle means more time to ride!

After launching our Canadian beta in Calgary, the roadshow 

moves to Chongqing, China. It would be worth going to China 

if only to have a beer with David McMullan from C2W! Howev-

er, the KMS roadshow will be in China to get our app in front 

of the Chinese manufactures. Chongqing is home to factories 

that produce almost 12,000,000 motorcycles annually. Be-

tween January 15th and 31st, 2016 any Chinese motorcycle 

manufacturer that wants to schedule a meeting needs to reach 

out via email to either carolina@kmsvpp.com.br  or mark@

kmsvpp.com.br and set a time for us to meet you.
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senters and explain the features and benefits of the KMS 

VPP app. We look forward to introducing our technology 

to the 2nd largest, and the fastest growing, motorcycle 

market in the world. 

Manufactures based in Chennai are encouraged to 

connect with us in advance so we can make a personal 

presentation to you at your factory. Our contact informa-

tion again: either carolina@kmsvpp.com.br  or mark@

kmsvpp.com.br and we will set a time to meet you.

KMS will be available to meet in New Delhi or Chennai 

until the 17nd of February.

Next stop on the roadshow, KMS visits Bangkok from 

February 19th to March 7th. 

Image file source: http://preview.tinyurl.com/pzer9x8

Thailand has the highest ratio of motorcycles vs. cars of 

any country in the world. In Thailand 87 out of 100 house-

holds have a motorcycle:

http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/04/16/car-

bike-or-motorcycle-depends-on-where-you-live/

I will bring my helmet with me and would very much like 

to test local motorcycles to better understand each coun-

try’s marketplace!

March 8th team KMS VPP arrives in Vietnam, Ho Chi 

Minh City to experience just how it is possible for the mil-

lions of motorcycles to wind through this densely popu-

lated city. My sources tell me that in 2013, published pro-

duction of motorcycles reached almost 3.7 million units! 

This huge volume of  motorcycle production is enough to 

position the country as the 4th largest motorcycle market 

on the planet.

March 22th the KMS VPP roadshow moves to Jakarta, 

Indonesia, the 3rd largest Moto market in the world and 

home to some 270+ million inhabitants. KMS looks for-

ward to meeting as many manufacturers and dealers as 

possible during our visit.

April 3rd the KMS VPP roadshow returns stateside to the 

United States. 

There, KMS VPP will report our findings to additional 

investors looking to invest in technology applications for 

large markets. 

The 6 biggest motorcycle markets have a combined 

914,160,000 smar tphones* and produce and sell 

50,274,840** motorcycles annually!

Now that you have the KMS VPP roadshow itinerary, 

please feel free to reach out and connect with us. One fi-

nal time, our contact information: carolina@kmsvpp.com.

br  or mark@kmsvpp.com.br.

In each country during the roadshow KMS will log 

new dealer info into the application and be available 

to meet manufacturers as well as individual dealers 

on a first come first serve basis. Unfortunately, time 

constraints will make it difficult to see everyone dur-

ing this visit. Ultimately our goal is to have all man-

ufacturers and dealerships that wish to increase 

their sales in all departments use the application to 

promote their products, brands and stores. 

I can promise you this: if you take the time to reach 

out to us at one of the emails above and if you are 

located in Chongqing, New Delhi, Chennai, Jakarta, 

Ho Chi Minh City or Bangkok, KMS will meet you!

The KMS VPP motorcycle application is the way for 

anyone involved in the motorcycle world to connect. 

Riders, passengers, manufacturers, parts, lifestyle, 

restaurants, bars, specialty shops, moto taxi, deliv-

ery, rentals, buyers, sellers, if it has something to 

do with 2 wheels and a motor then you need to be 

using this app.

Arriving 01 February in New Delhi, KMS will attend 

the Motorcycle Expo Feb 5 - 9th www.autoex-

po-themotorshow.in where we will meet with pre-
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The popularity and sales of high-end motorcycles is soaring on the Chinese market despite the urban motorcycle 
bans. Companies like Harley-Davidson and Ducati have grown in popularity over the last ten years inspiring oth-
er 1st class marques to try their luck on the Chinese market; it is the influence of these brands that has proved a 

catalyst to Chinese manufacturers in terms of improving the style and quality of their products. Here we look at MV 
Agusta in China.

In 2011 MV Agusta and Lifan 
Industry Co. Ltd signed a letter 
of intent and announced that 
the Chinese automotive man-
ufacturing Group will become 
the sole distributor for this his-
toric Italian marque in China. 
It’s also speculated that Lifan 
bought a good amount of MV 
Agusta shares from Harley-Da-
vidson.
Lifan, a company that has been 
listed on the Shanghai stock 
exchange since 2010 with an-
nual sales of 6,771 billion Yuan 
(750 million Euros), has distrib-
uted the MV Agusta models for 
the Chinese market since the 
end of 2011 through a network 

of high-end Lifan dealers. Their 
first objective was to realise 
an efficient sales network with 
showrooms in all of the prin-
cipal Chinese cities. Lifan cur-
rently have a number of Agusta 
models on show at selected 
dealerships, including the F4 
RR motorcycle
“Distributing the MV models 
through a prestigious society 
like Lifan ensures that we will 
enter into this very important 
market with a very strong com-
mercial partner at our side, 
respecting the Chinese culture, 
mentality and laws” stated Um-
berto Uccelli, the Commercial 
Director of MV Agusta.

On road ATV’s, send us your photos
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Cruisers vs. Café Racers, give us your opinion
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MV AGUSTA 
IN CHINA

MV Agusta in China

MV Agusta recent history
In 1992 Cagiva acquired the MV Agus-
ta brand, re-launching it in 1997 with the 
groundbreaking F4, a landmark in motorcycle 
design. Over the last fifteen years MV Agusta 
has grown exponentially, setting the standard 
in the high and medium-performance motor-
cycle market.

On 17 August 2011 the long-standing com-
pany CEO, Claudio Castiglioni, the heart and 
soul of MV Agusta, passed away after a long 
struggle against illness. Claudio Castiglioni 
played a pivotal role in the revival of the Italian 
motorcycling industry. His leadership resulted 

in the design and production of some of the 
most famous bikes in the world and produced 
an unparalleled string of great Italian racing 
victories.
Today the company is headed by his son, Gio-
vanni Castiglioni, and a team of internationally 
successful managers who earmarked China 
as an expanding market for their products 
and then MV Agusta officials made an historic 
announcement during the EICMA China Mo-
torcycle Show in Beijing. MV Agusta officials 
said they expect higher-end motorcycles to 
be in greater demand as China’s burgeoning 
middle class swells in the years ahead.
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air compressor (supercharger), improves the 
performance of most common 50cc - 125cc 
four-stroke single-cylinder engine. Having a 
bolt-on design, the supercharger kit increases 
an engine’s acceleration capabilities. Thus, a 
motorcycle can reach its maximum speed in 
half the time required before the supercharger 
was installed. Millions of current motorcycle 
owners around the world make up our target 
market.

A Little History.  
The world automotive industry produces a 
huge number of supercharging devices. Air 
compressor production technology that meets 
industrial standards is sophisticated and expen-
sive. Accordingly, the industry offers devices 
to supercharge mostly cars and trucks. Thus, 
the price of a small size supercharging unit 
for small engines usually exceeds $2,000. For 
transportation like motorcycles, mopeds, and 
scooters, a price of a few thousand dollars 
for such a super/turbo-charging unit is far too 
much.

The Idea.  
We set out to create a simple and relia-
ble supercharging system specifically for small 
engines that would be much less expen-
sive than existing analogues. This task has 
been accomplished through several years of 
hard work. The newly developed supercharg-
ing system for a 50cc -125cc engine provides 
more than a 50% increase in power. Mass 
production of this supercharger guarantees low 
and affordable price of the supercharger and 
plug-and-play installation kit.

The Innovation.  
The supercharging system we created consists 
of an air compressor, boost storage tank, and 
gas exchange unit that provides steady func-
tioning induction to a small engine in any oper-
ation mode.  Our efficient mechanical control 
unit has no electronics, therefore its produc-
tion is inexpensive.  Also, our machine is suita-
ble to supercharge any two-wheeler powered by 
4-stroke 50cc – 125cc engine.

Supercharger design.
The drive supercharger was developed for 
the target engine and vehic le.   A Rotor-
Vane compressor of the required capacity was 
designed for increasing the air supply (up to 2 
times) to an engine.  Our supercharger consists 
of 4 main units: (a) air compressor, (b) boost 
storage tank, (c) gas exchange unit, and (d) 
drive pulley.  Accordingly they fulfill the follow-
ing function: (a) to pump and compresses air; 
(b) to accumulate preliminary supercharged 
and cooling compressed air and to supply its 
necessary amount to an engine for the super-
charged performance; (c) to provide optimized 
gas exchange process between the engine, 
compressor and boost storage tank; (d) to 
rotate the supercharger counterclockwise via a 
belt-drive.

Different supercharging system.  
Unlike other automotive parts producers, we are 
going to manufacture not just a compressor but 
a supercharging system functionally optimized, 
complete and ready for installation.  Our super-
charging system does not require any expen-
sive adjustments or adaptation of the exist-

“SUPERCHARGED 
MOTORCYCLE” INNOVATION 
AND CHINESE MOTORCYCLE 
INDUSTRY BENEFITS

by 
Dr. Konstantin E. Starodetko
Dr. Simon Simand
Mr. Dmitry V. Kuzmenkov
Combustion Engine Research Group, International Academy 
of Information Technologies (CERG-IAIT), Minsk, Belarus

Innovation Engineering
There are several problems with small motorcycle (moped, 
scooter) engines of 50cc-125cc displacement, and even up 
to 200cc for special applications.  Lack of engine power is 
the most important problems.  This article presents how to 
improve performance characteristics of a motorcycle by supply-
ing a working cylinder with additional compressed air by air 
compressor (supercharger).  Chinese motorcycles equipped with 
the superchargers become significantly more competitive on 
the world market.  The Chinese motorcycles with our super-
chargers can change American and European end-users atti-
tude toward the newly introduced product.  Thus it moves from 
“Unfortunately the cheapest motorcycles are also the weak-
est ones on their acceleration” to a new perception like “Wow, 
these Chinese motorcycles are the world leaders in terms of 
their acceleration and still the most inexpensive ones!

Mission.  
To p rov ide  motorcyc le  owners  w i th  new impress ions . 
Motorcycles can and must give their owners the feeling of 
involvement in the highest achievements of the motorcycle 
industry. We would like to provide each motorcycle owner with 
the possibility of finding his/her personal combination of excite-
ment and control.

Technical
Our team has developed a compact and powerful mechani-
cal device for motorcycles. The device, based on a belt-driven 
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How is the aftersales service in your country? Tell us

installation on the target engine exclu-
sively

In addition to the drive belt housing 
and drive belt cover, the mounting kit 
includes the following parts:
 1. Pulley with drive belt
 2. Drive belt idler
 3. Other par ts to mount 
the supercharger onto the motorcycle

General appearance of the super-
charger and mounting kit are here:
Supercharger is installed on the target 
engine Z50/AB27

Plug-and-play mounting kit is installed 
on the legendary Honda Monkey.

84 JANUARY    2016

What’s your favourite Chinese model? Let us know

ing engine.  Our supercharger, together with the 
selected engine, create a competent operating 
system.  The supercharger design makes it universal 
for a whole series of engines and motorcycles.

Ready for mass production Supercharger.  
Several series of our supercharger were built and 
tested.  All the tests conducted on our supercharger 
beta versions are more than satisfactory.  These 
results have proved that we are on the right track 
with all our R&D works and motivated us to create 
the supercharger version ready for mass manufactur-
ing.

Acceleration capability.  
In order to evaluate acquired data on accelera-
tion dynamics, we have conducted numerous exper-
iments.  Most of them were conducted to gener-
ate acceleration and speed performance data on 
stock and supercharged models.  The most common 
results are shown here.

As can be seen from the diagram, the 50cc super-
charged motorbike has an acceleration time of 8.5 
seconds to reach a speed of 50 kilometers per 
hour.  The stock model reaches the same speed 
in 14.5 seconds.  Thus the time to reach maximum 
allowed speed for supercharged motorbike is less 
than that of the naturally aspirated stock motorbike 

china 2 wheels

by 40%.  The technical specification allows 50 kilometers per 
hour as the maximum speed for the target bike.

Engineering approval.  
A reliable way to supercharge small engines was presented in 
our paper at a Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) confer-
ence. This paper and presentation were appreciated very much 
by the conference participants and specifically by executives of 
numerous motorcycle OEM including the ones representing the 
Japan Big Motorcycle Four.  Our publications and the follow-
ing fruitful discussions are accepted as project approval by the 
global automotive engineering community.

Supercharger kit.  The appearance of our newly developed 
supercharger and mounting kit is clearly seen on the following 
pictures

The layout of the supercharger drive (drive belt cover is off) is 
presented by the following 3D model

Two additional parts presented below are recommended for 

Market Analysis
Brief analysis of motorcycle market in China.  
China took 20% of the world motorcycle market by producing inexpensive (several times below exist-
ing prices) vehicles.  Simple copying of Japanese higher quality and expensive serial motorcycle models 
allowed Chinese motorcycle industry to establish over 60 big OEM producing 250K to 2M Japanese clones 
annually.  At present demand for Chinese motorcycles goes down by several times.  The indicator of 
Chinese motorcycle industry crisis is that all the OEM cut their production by as more as twice.
Reference: “CAAM”

Crisis main reasons.  
There are at our opinion several reasons for motorcycle industry stagnation and suffer in China.
 • The general strategy based on low price is ineffective today
 • As the government does not invest in R&D Chinese motorcycle OEM are not able to main-
tain their market share anymore

 • Chinese government direc-
tion to get somebody’s else technologies 
ready for implementation does not work.  
Chinese business community appears 
not to realize a mandatory condition -- 
implantation of any innovation requires its 
permanent adaptation, optimization, and 
improvement that in turn assumes R&D 
work throughout the entire lifecycle
 • D e l i ve r y  o f  i n n ova t i o n 
implantation to a customer should be 
done proper way meaning all the efforts 
are fully paid to all the process partici-
pants, but this is in contradiction with the 
low price strategy

General conclusion.  
Within “low cost and low price” strategy 
Chinese motorcycle industry has steady 
tendency toward bankruptcy.  Demand for 
“Chinese motorcycle” brand goes down 
catastrophically. -- ref: “CAAM”

Reasons of this stagnation.  
Customers have already paid high price 
because of their niggardliness.  Chinese 
motorcycles do not provide with proper 



vehicle dynamics like other manufacturers 
and Japanese one first of all.  Also Chinese 
motorcycles have no reliability in driving since 
breakages and failures happen routinely and at 
any time. Dealers of Chinese motorcycles are 
redirecting as a low price niche being filled 
mainly by used Japanese 2-wheelers.  Price 
of Japanese machine on secondary market is 
even higher than of the brand new Chinese 
one, as so are its dynamics and reliability.

About us
We are an independent team of engineers 
in Belarus, Canada and USA with exten-
sive engine building experience under the 
aeg i s  o f  Combus t i on  Eng ine  Resea rc h 
Group, International Academy of Information 
Technologies (CERG-IAIT), Minsk, Belarus. Our 
team of automotive industry enthusiasts and 
professionals has managed to captivate the 
attention of people aged 16 to 80

The group dedicated to design and on-going 
development of next generation of superengine 
related products has been established as a 
unique and flexible identity due to efforts of 
Prof. E. Starodetko, Dr. S. Simand, Dr. K. 
Starodetko and G. Starodetko.

Our Motto:
Global Scale Green Technology 
Haul Advanced and Affordable Solutions

Scientific Head and Managing Director of the 
CERG-IAIT is Konstantin E. Starodetko, Ph.D.

Dr. Konstantin E. Starodetko is an experienced 
entrepreneur with an extensive and success-

ful history in developing high-tech starts in 
the engine technologies.  Besides engineering 
expertise, Dr. K. Starodetko has extensive skills 
set encompassing business management, tech-
nology implementation, development of network-
ing and enterprise application technologies.

Dr. K. Starodetko earned his Master degree 
in Science in 1982 and Ph. D. degree in 
Engineering in 1991.  He holds over 60 publi-
cations, including patents and innovations, while 
most of them are related to the advanced 
engine, power train and drive designs.

For more information contact Konstantin E. 
Starodetko   k.starodetko@s-charger.com   
or David McMullan  englishmaninchina@
gmail.com 
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As the Chinese motorcycle industry evolves it becomes more interesting for foreign 
manufacturers. Over the last 5 years David McMullan and his team of experts 
have helped many international motorcycle related companies with their 
entry in to the Chinese industry. From legendary motorcycle industry 
household names to small family businesses all over the world the 
C2W consultation team has successfully advised them and intro-

duced many international products in to China.
Equally, the C2W consultation team has also helped the 
biggest Chinese motorcycle companies with foreign 
joint venture partnerships and quality parts sourcing. 

C2W also acts as media and marketing directors for 
the China International Motorcycle Trade Exhi-
bition (CIMAmotor), the China Motorcycle 
Parts Fair (CMPF), Subcon China and 

the Electric Bike Expo.

Whether it’s parts, accessories, 
software or fully built 2-wheel-
ers we have the best expe-
rience in the Chinese 

business. 

To find out how the C2W consultation team 
can help you email David McMullan at 

englishmaninchina@gmail.com

What bike would you like to see made? Tell us

C2W CONSULTATION TEAM
china 2 wheels
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China Motorcycle Parts Fair  
April 2016 -   In 2016 The 
China 

 

If you trade in motorcycle 
parts	you	need	this	fair,	

no	question.		

Motorcycle Par ts Fair  (CMPF) 
will be held in Harbin (April) and 
Guangzhou (October). CMPF is 
the biggest specialist motorcy-
cle parts show in the world and 
features over 700 exhibitors from 
companies that produce every 
i tem on a motorcyc le.  CMPF 
exhibitors don’t just make parts 
for Chinese motorcycles; there are 
parts for every common Japanese 
model as well as some of the 
more high-end brands around the 
world. If you would like to visit 
the parts fair either in April or 
October please contact C2W and 
we will offer you our free travel 
service to make your visit easier.
www.cimamotor.com/en

Although not motorcycle specific 
C a n to n  f a i r  r e m a i n s  a  f i r m 
favourite for many industry visi-
tors (especially those with other 
indust r i es  to  research).  He ld 
in Guangzhou every Apri l  and 
October the Canton fair show-
cases products from many indus-
tries including motorcycles, EV, 
cars, generators, snowmobiles and 
other auto related products. As 
Canton fair is an export orientated 
fair it caters only for the foreign 
visitor meaning that all the bikes 
on display are for expor t and 
many have EURO and DOT COC. 
www.cantonfair.org 

Canton Fair     April 2016

How is the aftersales service in your country? Tell us

China Electric Vehicles and 
Parts Fair (EVF)    April 2016

The EVF will run concurrently with 
the China Motorcycle Parts Fair in 
October. It is a middle sized exhibi-
tion which is growing rapidly every 
year as electric motorcycles, tricycles, 
scooters and new energy vehicles 
become more popular. Its location 
and date (the same as CMPF) has 
enhanced its attendance and now the 
organisers feel that they have enough 
exhibitors to attract foreign visitors. 
I feel that this expo is certainly one 
for the future and will grow pretty 
quickly due to the recent growth in 
the interest in electric vehicles in Latin 
America.
www.cmaga.com

What’s your favourite motorcycle brand? Let us know

CIMAmotor has adopted an ‘every 
2 years’ event format much l ike 
EUROMOT Cologne and returns in 
Chongqing from 20th to 23rd of 
October 2016 at  the Chongqing 
Exhibition centre. CIMAmotor is the 
biggest commuter motorcycle expo 
in the world and sees the launch of 
many new models from especially 
Chongqing motorcycle manufacturers. 
C2W can arrange your travel to this 
expo and also offer a VIP service. 
Also, if you would like to visit some 
motorcycle manufacturers once you 
are in Chongqing let us know and 
we will arrange it for you.
www.mopeihui.com

C h i n a  I n t e r n a t i o n a l 
Motorcycle Trade Exhibition 
(CIMAmotor) October 2016    
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THE C2W MOTORCYCLE PARTS FAIR
C2W enjoys a partnership with the China Motorcycle Parts Fair that can bring you all the details 

of the export partners you need to help your business grow.
The China Motorcycle Parts Fair (CMPF) is the biggest specialist motorcycle parts trade exhibi-
tion in the world with over 700 companies’ displaying millions of products twice a year. Each fair 
attracts over 40000 trade visitors to cities around China with the next fair being held in Harbin in 

April 2016. 
The CMPF features motorcycle parts for hundreds of models from around the world as well as 

accessories, lubricants and everything motorcycle related.
If you want to visit the CMPF and need help or advice contact David McMullan at english-

maninchina@gmail.com
On the following pages is a selection of the parts OEM’s and traders that exhibit at CMPF. You 
can contact them directly but if you need an introduction to them write to David at the above 

address and he will arrange it for you.

C2W, helping your business to grow

china 2 wheels
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 offers you a selection of motorcycle parts OEM 
and distributors. For parts buying assistance contact 

David McMullan 
at englishmaninchina@gmail.com 

SHOCK 
ABSORBER
Chongqing Yaoyong Shock Absorber Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: No.76 lvcheng Road, Xipeng Industrial 
Garden, Jiulongpo District, Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-86328616 •Fax: +86-23-
86328688
•Web: www.cqyaoyong.com 

Chongqing Yu'an Innovation Technology 
(Group) Co., Ltd.
•Add: Shangqiao Industrial Zone, Shapingba 
District, Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-65230020 •Fax: +86-23-
65201278
•E-mail: yxb@yuanchina.com •Web:www.
yuanchina.com   

Jiangsu Mingxing Shock Absorber Co., Ltd.
•Add: Jiulong Industrial Area, Taizhou, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-523-86266918 •Web: jsmxjzq.
zgqpc.com

Foshan ABC Shock Absorber Co., Ltd.
•Add: North of ShiXi Industry Area, XiaNan 
2nd Village, PingZhou, Nanhai District, Fos-
han City, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-757-86716801 •Fax: +86-757-
86716803
•E-mail: gdfsabc@gmail.com •Web: www.
fsabc.com

Roading International Co., Ltd.
•Add: Rm8061, Dongpeng Debao Business 
Center, No.109 Huanhua Road, Fangcun, 
Guangzhou,Guangdong
•Tel: +86-20-81523520 •Fax: +86-20-
81523525
•E-mail: roadingbike@163.com •Web: www.
roadingcycle.com

GuangZhou Z-Wing International Trading Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: Building 2, GaoSha, ZhongYi Village, 
ZhongCun Street, GuangZhou, China.
•Tel: +86-20-28663886 •Fax: +86-20-
28663883
•Website: http://z-wing.en.gongchang.com

Linhai Lucheng Auto & Motorcycle Assembly 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: Zhaozhuang Road, Linhai Economy 
Developing Zone, Linhai City, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-576-85622880 •Fax: +86-576-
85622863

•E-mail: info@cnlujian.com •Web:www.cnluji-
an.com

Rui'an Feilong Shock Absorber Co., Ltd.
•Add: Dongyang Industrial Zone, Tangxia 
Town, Rui'an, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-577-65352555 •Fax: +86-577-
65379555
•Web: www.feilong-shock.com.cn
              
Sichuan Chuannan Absorber Group Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.149 South Fengshi Street, Qianwei 
County, Sichuan
•Tel: +86-833-4262186 •Fax: +86-833-
4262359
•Web: www.cnabsorber.cn •E-mail: webmas-
ter@cnabsorber.cn
              
Zhejiang Mingzhen Machinery Manufacturing 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: Dunan Industry Zone, Duqiao, Taizhou, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-576-85589899 •Fax: +86-576-
85589567
•Web: www.qilichina.com •E-mail: sales@
qilichina.com
              
Ningbo Huaying Machinery Co., Ltd.
•Add: Maimian Bridge, Jishigang Town, Yin-
zhou District, Ningbo, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-574-88440008 •Fax: +86-574-
88440005
              
Changzhou Sunshine Shock Absorber Facto-
ry
•Add: Luoyang Industrial Area, Changzhou, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-519-8795588 •Fax: +86-519-
8790886
•Web: www.yg-jz.com/english/index.htm 
•E-mail: zjp@yg-jz.com

Wuxi Huaheng International Trade Corpora-
tion
•Add: 16-1007, Jiefang North Road, Wuxi, 
Jiangsu.
•Tel: +86-510-82300851 •Fax: +86-510-
82300853
•Web: www.huahengmotor.com •E-mail: tao_
motor@hotmail.com
              
Zhejiang Bosuer Motion Apparatus Co., Ltd.
•Add: Fenghuang Road, Fenghuangshan 
Industry Zone,WuyiCity, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579- 87707699 •Fax: +86-579-
87007761

Zhejiang Qiangguangjian Industrial & Com-
mercial Co., Ltd.
•Add: Shibali Village, Jiangdong Town, Jin-
dong District, Jinhua, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579-82823848 •Fax: +86-579-
82823050

              
GuangZhou ChuanHua Shock Absorber Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: No. 72, Huancheng Road, Conghua, 
Guangzhou
•Tel: +86-20-87919596 •Fax: +86-20-
87919596
•Web: http://chjz.en.gongchang.com
         

TYRES AND 
WHEELS
     
Qingdao Bestsale Tyre Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.467 Changjiang Road, Huishang 
Int.Mansion, Qingdao, Shandong
•Tel: +86-532-86107985 •Fax: +86-532-
86107986
•Web: sandraliu83.en.gongchang.com
              
Cheng Shin Rubber (Xiamen) Ind., Ltd.
•Add: 15, Xibin Road, Xingli, Jimei District, 
Xiamen, Fujian
•Tel: +86-592-6211606 •Fax: +86-592-
6214649
•Web: www.xcs.com.cn •E-mail: xcsp@mail.
xcs.com.cn

Combest Int'l Industrial Co., Ltd.
•Add: Linrui Business Mansion, Zhuhai Rd., 
Jiaonan, Qingdao, Shandong
•Tel: +86-532-81166119 •Fax: +86-532-
85183893
•Web: www.combesttyre.com •E-mail: 
combest@126.com
              
Guangzhou Gainway Co., Ltd.
•Add: 17/F, Fuying International Building, 
No.166 Changguangzhong Road, Guang-
zhou, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-20-83455288-882 •Fax: +86-20-
84356725
•Web: www.gainway2000.com •E-mail: 
export@gainway2000.com
          
Ideal Chemical & Hardware Co., Ltd.
•Add: Zhuhai Road, Jiaonan City, Qingdao, 
Shandong
•Tel: +86-532-85182057 •Fax: +86-532-
85183257/ 86132317
•Web: www.greatire.com •E-mail: admin@
greatire.com

Wuxi Doubleflying Light Tyre Co., Ltd.
•Add: No. 258, Wuxingjiayuan, Wuxi, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-510-85754868/85755760 •Fax: 
+86-510-85765119/85755760
•Web: doubleflyingtyre.en.gongchang.com/
product
              
Sinaite Rubber Patch Cangzhou Co., Ltd.

MOTORCYCLE PARTS DIRECTORY BY 
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•Add: Leitou Industrial Park, Cangzhou, Hebei
•Tel: +86-317-4691888 •Fax: +86-317-
4519889
•Web: www.sinaite.net •E-mail: info@sinaite.
net
              
Qingdao BESTAR Co., Ltd.
•Add: Yinzhu Industrial Park, Jiaonan, Qing-
dao, Shandong
•Tel: +86-532-82116773/88195663 •Fax: 
+86-532-88195663
•Web: www.chinabestar.com •E-mail: 
Jackzhang12@hotmail.com
 
             
Tianjin Pengqi Rubber Products Co., Ltd.
•Add: East Side of Yanji Street, Beichen 
District, Tianjin
•Tel: +86-22-26818597/26818598 •Fax: +86-
22-26818596
•Web: www.chinapengqi.com •E-mail: peng-
qi@chinapengqi.com
              
Zhejiang Zhouji Rubber Group Co., Ltd.
•Add: Paitou Industrial Zone, Zhuji, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-575-87057888/87051737 •Fax: 
+86-575-87052789

Anhui Light Industries International Co., Ltd.
•Add: 19 Meishan Road, Hefei, Anhui
•Tel: +86-551-2826868 •Fax: +86-551-
2826319
•Web: www.alic.com •E-mail: contactus@
alic.cn
              

PLASTICS
Binhai Moulds and Plastics Group Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.131-8 Huangjiao Rd, Huangyan 
District, Taizhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-576-84275608/84201526 •Fax: 
+86-576-84201526/84275686
•Web: www.binhaichina.com •E-mail: sales@
binhaichina.com
              
              
Changzhou Qian Fu Plastic Industry Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.19 Tongjiang Road, Xiaohe Town, 
Xinbei District, Changzhou, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-519-5030219 •Fax: +86-519-
3500955
•Web: www.qianfu.com •E-mail: manager@
qianfu.com

Changzhou Yinhe Minglei Bicycle Fittings 
Factory
•Add: Jianshe West Way, Industrial Devel-
oping Zone Of Xiaohe Town, Changzhou, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-519-5038429/5038982 •Fax: +86-
519-3241429

Lighting
Changzhou Jiangsu Yedi Automotive Lighting 
System Co., Ltd.
•Add: Konggang Private Industrial Park, Tang 
Village, Luoxi Town, Changzhou, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-519-83200256/83200259 •Fax: 
+86-519-83502859
•Web: www.jsyedi.com.cn •E-mail: yedi@
vip.163.com
              
Chongqing Beibei Tianli Lamp Co., Ltd.
•Add: Economic Development Zone, Tongjiaxi 
Town, Beibei District, Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-68346206 68346205 •Fax: +86-
23-68315078
•Web: www.cqtl668.com •E-mail: sales@
tianlilamp.com
              
Guangzhou Besyo Auto Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: 1208, the twelveth floor,Xiangyun Build-
ing, NO.1400 Baiyun Avenue, Baiyun district, 
Guangzhou
•Tel: +86-20-28276982 •Fax: +86-20-
28276983
•E-mail: sales@besyoautoparts.com •Web: 
www.besyoautoparts.com

SECURITY

              
Guangzhou Tielaoda Theft-Proof Equipment 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: G Bldg, NO.9 Huaxi Road, Fangcun Vil-
lage, Liwan District, Guangzhou, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-20-81508626 •Fax: +86-20-
81405057
•Web: www.tjj-china.com •E-mail: tjj@tjj-chi-
na.com
              
Hangzhou Meka Tools Co., Ltd.
•Add: Building 4, 6 Xiyuan 8th Road, Sandun 
Xihu Technology and Economic Park, Hang-
zhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-571-88225048 •Fax: +86-571-
88225040
•Web: http://meka.en.gongchang.com
              
LFF Security Equipment Co., Ltd.
•Add: XiaoLan Industrial Base, Xiaolan Town, 
Zhongshan, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-760-22138466/22132008 •Fax: 
+86-760-22132886
•E-mail: tycho@lff.cn •Web: www.lff.cn
              
Parking Easy Cars Elctronic Appliance Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: Xiangxing Industrial Area, Xiaolan 
Town, Zhongshan, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-760-22127782 •Fax: +86-760-
86160677

Zhejiang Zhengdong Vehicle Fittings Co., Ltd.
•Add: Xingfang Economic and Technological 
Development Zone, Tangxia Town, Rui'an, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-577-85801809 •Fax: +86-577-
85801811
•Web: www.chinazhengdong.com •E-mail: 
zd@chinazhengdong.com

VARIOUS ENGINE 
PARTS
              

Changzhou Junfeng Lantian Vehicle Co., Ltd.
•Add: Weicun Town, New Northern District, 
Changzhou, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-519-85711520 •Fax: +86-519-
85716520
•Web: www.ltcy.cn •E-mail: ltcy@ltcy.cn
              
Jiangmen Jusheng Vehicle Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.25, Beijiangli, Baishidacheng, 
Jiangmen, Guangdong
•Tel: +86- 750-3087333 •Fax: +86-750-
3087755
•Web: www.jmjusheng.com •E-mail: 
jusheng3087333@163.com
              
Luoyang Luojia Highland Motors Co., Ltd.
•Add: Xujiaying, High&New Development 
Zone, Luoyang, Henan
•Tel: +86-379-65111883/65111908 •Fax: +86-
379-64937967
•Web: www.luojiamotor.com •E-mail: sales@
luojiamotor.com
              
Changzhou Wujin Huafeng Automobile Indus-
try Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.8, Yucheng Industry Zone, Qian-
huang Town, Wujin District, Changzhou, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-513-86251888 •Fax: +86-519-
86251043

CRANKSHAFT
Wuhu Kengchang Mechanical & Electrical 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: Xinqiao Town, Luqiao, Taizhou, Zhe-
jiang
•Tel: +86-576-82666699 •Fax: +86-576-
82665555
•Web: www.cn-kc.com •E-mail: lly@cn-kc.
com
              
Chongqing Yunyang Crankshaft Co., Ltd.

•Add: Dongjiao, Yunyang, Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-55159765 •Fax: +86-23-
55159767
•Web: en.yyqz.com •E-mail: yunchuan@yyqz.
com
              
Guangzhou Liyen Science & Technology Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: Zhonghua Moto-Parts Market, Guang-
zhou, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-20-28946440 •Fax: +86-20-
81056391
•Web: liyen.en.alibaba.com
              
Guangzhou Vime Automotive Parts Co.,Ltd.
•Add: No.T23 Baiyun Motorcycle Market 
Zengcha Road,Guangzhou
•Tel:+86-20-81797636 •Fax:+86-20-
81795400
•E-mail: vimemoto@yahoo.cn •Web:www.
v-ime.com
              
Carburetor
Fuding Hualong Carburetor Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.99 Longshan Industry Zone, Fuding, 
Fujian
•Tel: +86-593-7872688 •Fax: +86-593-
7836333
•Web: www.hlic.com.cn •E-mail: info@hlic.
com.cn
              
Fuding Mikuni Carburetor Manufacture Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: No.A6-802/A6-902 Fuli Bitaowan 
Luochongwei Baiyun District Guangzhou, 
Guangdong
•Tel: +86-20-81972896 •Fax: +86-20-
81972247
              
Fuding Wabran Locomotive Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.16 Xinghuo Industrial Park, Fuding, 
Fujian
•Tel: +86-593-7871826 •Fax: +86-593-
7817689
•Web: zgf007@21cn.com •E-mail: webmas-
ter@wabron.com

Fujian Fuding Jingke Carburetor Co., Ltd.
•ADD: 71# Zhongshan North Road, Fuding, 
Fujian
•Tel: +86-593-7825855 •Fax: +86-593-
7837929
•E-mail: 13799803333@139.com •Web: 
www.jkhyq.com
              
Fujian Xinjifu Enterprises Co., Ltd.
•Add: 23/F Yifa Tower, No.111, Wusi Road, 
Fuzhou, Fujian
•Tel: +86-591-87877370/87878578/22856816 
•Fax: +86-591-87878388
•Web: http://forwholesale.en.gongchang.com
              
Guangzhou Zhenhe Automobile Accessories 
& Fittings Co., Ltd.
•Add: 3rd Building, Huangzhou Industrial 
Zone, Chebei, Tianhe District, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-20-38601512/38629542 •Fax: +86-
20-38601599
•Web: www.gzsanling.com •E-mail: sanling@
gzsanling.com
              
Nanjing Keihin Carburetor Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.1 Longhua Road, Nanjing Luhe Eco-
nomic Development Zone, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-25-57139039 •Fax: +86-25-
57138178
•Web: www.keihin-knj.com
              
Rui'an Sunshine Carburetor Co., Ltd.
•Add: Chenzhai Industrial Zone, Tangxia 
Town, Rui'an, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-577-65370828 •Fax: +86-577-
65360838
•Web: www.zjshine.com •E-mail: master@
zjshine.com

Shanghai Lingchi Motorcycle Co., Ltd. Wen-
ling Branch
•Add: First Phase of Nanquan Industrial Area, 
Taiping Street, Wenling, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-576-86126595 •Fax: +86-576-
86224122
•Web: www.lingchi.net •E-mail: sales@ling-
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chi.net
              
Alignment Metal Products Co., Ltd.
•Add: 327, NO.58, Alley 136, Shunde Road, 
Ningbo, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-574-87655411 •Fax: +86-574-
87655422
•Web: http://metalway9485.en.gongchang.
com
              
Changzhou Xueqiang Electronic Technology 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: Xueyan Town, Changzhou, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-519-86151256/86151361 •Fax: 
+86-519-86151668
•Web: www.xq-yz.com
              
Zhejiang Yongkang Kangli Metal Products 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: 4th Village Industrial District, Tangxian 
Town, Yongkang, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579-87502648 •Fax: +86-579-
87502638

Rui'an Sendfly Vehicle Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.60-62, Dongfeng Road, Hantian, 
Tangxia, Rui'an, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-577-65353747 •Fax: +86-577-
65373773
•Web: www.wzsx2008.cn •E-mail: 
huatai21@126.com
              
Shanghai Unison Aluminum Products Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: No.2058, Hu Qing Ping Highway, 
Shanghai
•Tel: +86-21-5976-1698 •Fax: +86-21-
59760338
•Web: www.unisonal.com •E-mail: info@
unisonal.com
              
Suzhou Industrial Park Tongsheng Bicycle 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: Tongda Road 1875-8#, Suzhou, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-512-66980056 •Fax: +86-512-
66960187
•Web: www.tsbicycle.net •E-mail: 
163ts_09001@vip.163.com
              
Taizhou Xinyi Motorcycle Fittings Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.5 Gongxin Road, West Industrial 
Zone, Huangyan, Taizhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-576-84603888/84609789 •Fax: 
+86-576-84609777
•Web: www.xinyiwheel.com •E-mail: xinyi@
xinyiwheel.com

Wuxi Wanxuan Metal Product Co., Ltd.
•Add: Zhenxi Industrial Zone, Xishan Distict, 
Wuxi, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-510-88784887 •Fax: +86-510-
88787228
•Web: www.wanxuan.cn •E-mail: wanxuan1@
wanxuan.com
              
Yongkang Junjian Industrial Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.288 of LingShi Road Industrial 
Zone, West City, Yongkang, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579-87388787/87388788 •Fax: 
+86-579-87432824
•Web: www.junjianrim.com •E-mail: sales2@
junjianrim.com
              
Zhejiang Dawning Industrial Co., Ltd.
•Add: Quanxi Industrial Park, Wuyi County, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579-87960869 •Fax: +86-579-
87960809
•Web: http://dawningdoors.en.gongchang.
com

CABLES AND 
WIRES
            
  
Zhejiang Jinfei Machinery Group, Co. Ltd.
•Add: No.800 Xianhua South Street, Industrial 
Park, Jinhua, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579-82523262 •Fax: +86-579-
82523293
•Web: www.jinfei.com.cn •E-mail: jinfei@jinfei.

cn

Cixi Jianliw Bicycle Factory
•Add: Hongxing Village, Andong Town, Cixi, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-574-63890705 •Fax: +86-574-
63890651
•Web: http://qiyangcycle.en.gongchang.com
              
Cixi Kaiyu Control Cord Co., Ltd.
•Add: Shengshan Industry Zone, Cixi, Zhe-
jiang
•Tel: +86-574-635448550 •Fax: +86-574-
63549550/58974759
•E-mail: leb@chinakaiyu.com •Web: www.
chinakaiyu.com
              
DongGuan ShuangHe Control Cable Co., Ltd.
•Add: Building 69, Sanjiang Industrial Area, 
Xinsi Village, Dongguan, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-769-87060066 •Fax: +86-769-
81017595
•Web: www.dgshuanghe.com •E-mail: amy@
dgshc.com
              
Hebei Jifeng Machinery Co., Ltd.
•Add: Yangzhuang Industrial Zone, Qinghe 
County, Hebei
•Tel: +86-319-8136866 8138888 •Fax: +86-
319-8138688
•Web: www.hbjfjx.com
              
Jiangyin Jiuan Bicycle Co., Ltd.
•Add: Mazhen Industrial Area, Xuxiake Town, 
Jiangyin, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-510-86522091 86520088 •Fax: 
+86-510-86526698
•Web: www.ya-controlcable.com •E-mail: 
jjb@ja-cable.com
              
Jiangyin New Century Automobile & Motor 
Fittings Co., Ltd.
•Add: Yungu Road, Changjing Town, Jiangyin, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-510-86304888 •Fax: +86-510-
80141038
•Web: www.chinaxsj.com •E-mail: Cheney@
chinaxsj.com
              
Jiangyin Qinengshi Vehicle Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: Pushi Village Changjing Town, Jiangyin, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-510-86338228 86338988 •Fax: 
+86-510-86335331
•Web: www.jyqns.com •E-mail: sales@jyqns.
com

Qinghe County Junsheng Auto & Motorcycle 
Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: South to the Bus Station, No.8 Wang-
guanzhuang Industrial Zone, Qinghe County, 
Xingtai, Hebei
•Tel: +86-319-8136073 •Fax: +86-319-
8138718
•Web: www.hbxincheng.com •E-mail:x-
incheng@hbxincheng.com
              
Rui'an Lihai Vehicle Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: Centou Industry Zone, Tangxia Town, 
Rui'an, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-577-65386698 •Fax: +86-577-
65372400
              
Shanghai Lonestar Cable Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.5 Building, Yuweishi Avenue, 
Longyang Industrial Zone, Fengxian District, 
Shanghai
•Tel: +86-21-67105387 •Fax: +86-21-
67105661
•Web: www.lonestar.com.cn
              
              
Chongqing Chaoqiang Machinery Co., Ltd.
•Add: Jinlonghu Industry Region, Beibei 
District, Chongqing, China
•Tel: +86-23-86032399 •Fax: +86-23-
63228190
•Web: www.bindunconrod.com •E-mail: 
export@bindunconrod.com

ELECTRONICS
Zhejiang Boer Electromechanical Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.199, Xinggong Road, Huzhen Town, 
Jinyun County, Lishui, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-578-3559765 •Fax: +86-578-

3559225
              
ZheJiang Jinlang Engine Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.259 of 2nd Ring Road, Jinqing 
Town, Luqiao, Taizhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-576-82899099 •Fax: +86-576-
82712887
•E-mail: jinlang@jinlang.com.cn •Web: www.
jinlang.com.cn
              
              
Chongqing yinji Motorcycle Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: Baiyun Motocycle Accessory Market, 
Zengcha Road, Baiyun District, Guangzhou
•Tel: +86-20-67183699 •Fax: +86-20-
67183699
•Web: www.chongqingyj.en.alibaba.com
              
Chongqing Unionstrong General Motor Parts 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.14 Beiqu Road, Yuzhong District, 
Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-63541508 •Fax: +86-23-
63501639
•Web: www.unionstrong-cq.com •E-mail: 
unionstrong@hotmail.com
              
Walbro (Tianjin) Industries Co., Ltd.
•Add: Beichen Economic Development Area, 
Tianjin
•Tel: +44(0)1784 493555 •Fax: +86-022-
26970217
•Web: www.walbro.com.cn •E-mail: Peter.H@
glencoeltd.co.uk
              

China SPSUN Group
•Add: No.68, Yuhe West Road, Hangtian, 
Tanxia, Rui'an, ZheJiang
•Tel: +86-577-65351356 •Fax: +86-577-
65356586
•Web: www.cnspsun.com •E-mail: chance.
cn@163.com
              
Chongqing Sansan Electric Appliance Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: 41F, Area 2, Jupiter Science and 
Technology Building, North New District, 
Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-67032817 67889192 •Fax: +86-
23-65156129
•Web: www.sansan.cc •E-mail: ss1307@
sansanmeter.com
              
Cixi Doli Electrical Co., Ltd.
•Add: Xinjie Village, Zonghan Street, CiXi, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-574-63229288 63228488 •Fax: 
+86-574-63228288
•Web: www.chinadoli.com •E-mail: sales@
chinadoli.com
              
Cixi Vetor Machinery & Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: Central Mansion, Cixi, Ningbo, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-574-63227016 •Fax: +86-574-
63227015
•Web: www.vetoro.com
              
Cixi Zhengtong Electronics Co., Ltd.
•Add: Kandun Industrial Zone, Cixi, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-96410-583666647 •Fax: +86-
01872-66606627
•Web: www.cnzhengtong.com •E-mail: c7nl_
cezoter@abc.com.cn

CHAINS
Hangzhou Donghua Chain Group Co., Ltd.
•Add: 218 Jichang Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-571-85144947 •Fax: +86-571-
85042767
•Web: www.dhchain.com •E-mail: export@
dhchain.com
              
Hangzhou Qianjiang Chain Industry Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.1 Dam Xiaoshan District, Hangzhou, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-571-82875104 •Fax: +86-571-
82875105
•Web: www.zjhql.com •E-mail: info@zjhql.
com
              
Hangzhou Sunfun Chain Co., Ltd.
•Add: Cangqian Town, Yuhang District, Hang-
zhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-571-88613333 88620000 •Fax: 
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+86-571-88611218
•Web: www.3chain.com •E-mail: sunfun@
china.com
              
Hangzhou UniBear Industrial Co., Ltd.
•Add: Yiqiao Industrial Zone, Xiaoshan Dis-
trict, Hangzhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-571-82419238 82419778 •Fax: +86-
571-82406508
•Web: www.hzyl.com.cn •E-mail: sales@hzyl.
com.cn
              
Huzhou Shuangshi Chain Transmission Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: Industrial Area, Yangdao Bridge, 
Shuanglin Town, Huzhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-572-3489228 •Fax: +86-572-
3489059
•Web: www.shuangshi-chain.com •E-mail: 
export@shuangshi-chain.com
              
Huzhou Xiandeng Chain Transmission Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: Xiangyang Industrial Zone, Shuanglin, 
Huzhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-572-3485121 •Fax: +86-572-
3485303
•Web: www.xdzh.com •E-mail: hzxdzh@126.
com

Kalibo Holding Group
•Add: #70 Zhancheng Ave., Chengxi Develop-
ment Zone, Zhuji, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-575-87102587 87102867 •Fax: 
+86-575-80708689
•Web: www.hua-gang.cn •E-mail: export@
kalibo.cn
              
Renqiu City Xingyuan Motorcycle Accessories 
Co.,Ltd
•Add:Shimenqiao Industrial Zone Renqiu 
Hebei China
•Tel:0086-317-2801653 •Fax:0086-317-
2803125
              
Cixi Meiya Automobile Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: kuangyan Industrial Zone, Kuangyan 
Town, Cixi , Ningbo, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-574-63530879 •Fax: +86-574-
63536109
•Web: www.nbmeiya.com •E-mail: meiya@
nbmeiya.com

Cixi Wang' s Automobile Parts Factory
•Add: Kuang Yan Industrial Zone, Cixi, Zhe-
jiang
•Tel: +86-574-63861339/63863396 •Fax: 
+86-574-63863201
•Web: www.cxwsqp.com •E-mail: sales@
cxwsqp.com
              
Jiangmen Liben Auto Parts Industrial Co., Ltd.
•Add: Jiangcheng Industrial Estate, Lile, 
Jiangmen, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-750-2031388 •Fax: +86-750-
2038833
•Web: www.liben-parts.com •E-mail: 
sales04@liben-parts.com

BRAKE, CLUTCH 
PADS
Lin'an Hualong Fribition Materials Co., Ltd.
•Add: Longgang Town, Lin'an, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-571-63631188 63631277 •Fax: 
+86-571-61103562
•Web: www.china-frictionmaterial.com 
•E-mail: info@hzhualong.com
              
MOMT Friction Material Co., Ltd.
•Add: Sancun Viiiage Four Area No.97.Jiubao 
Town, Hangzhou City, China
•Tel: +86-571-86902221 86902220 •Fax: 
+86-571-86902222
•Web: www.chinamomt.com •E-mail: momt@
chinamomt.com
              
Pujiang Wansai Friction Material Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.3, Hengsheng Road, No.2 Area, 
Zhongshan Special Industrial Zone, Pujiang, 

Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579-84236292 84236291 •Fax: 
+86-579-84236282/84236487
•Web: www.winsafe.com.cn •E-mail: zlq@
winsafe.com.cn
              
Quanzhou Qixing Braking Equipment Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: Bangde Industrial Area, Yongchun 
County, Fujian
•Tel: +86-595-23861456 •Fax: +86-595-
23862456
•Web: www.qzqx.cn
              
Ruian OuXing Brake Pad Manufacturing Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: No.25, Building 1, Motor, Tangxia Town, 
Ruian, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-577-66002522 •Fax: +86-577-
66002511
•Web: www.zjouxing.moto188.com •E-mail: 
ouxingbp@126.com
              
Zhejiang Rong'an Machinery Co. Ltd.
•Add: Taoyuan Road 88, Jiashan County, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-573-84775307 •Fax: +86-573-
84775309
•Web: www.rongan-brakes.com •E-mail: 
sales@rongan-brakes.com

Tianjin Datong Cycle Industry Co., Ltd.
•Add: Yaoliuqiao Town, Dongli District, Tianjin
•Tel: +86-22-84891315 •Fax: +86-22- 
84891315

PAINT
              
Chongqing Huahui Paint Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.20,Yuma Road, Chayuan Industrial 
Zone, Nan'an District, Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-68839888 68836888 •Fax: +86-
23-68605888
•Web: www.huahuip.com

SPROCKETS
              
Chongqing Wanlijiangfa Sprocket Co., Ltd.
•Add: Jinzhu Industry Zone,Banan District, 
Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-86991331 •Fax: +86-23-
86991326
•E-mail: wljf.tony@gmail.com •Web: www.
wanlijiangfa.com
              
Zhejiang Kejie Electrical Co., Ltd.
•Add: Panzai Industrial Area, Hongqiao, 
Yueqing, Zhejinag
•Tel: +86-577-61310885　62321698 •Fax: 
+86-577-62321887
•E-mail: zjysy998@126.com •Web: http://
www.zjysy.com
              
Wenzhou Shengshi Turn Trade Parts Made 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: Shenao Industrial Park, Xianyan Town, 
Ouhai, Wenzhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-23-577-85308800 •Fax: +86-23-
577-85316444
•E-mail: zl@cnzhili.com •Web: http://www.
cnzhili.com

RUBBER PROD-
UCTS
Tianjin Annaichi Rubber Products Co., Ltd.
•Addr: Zhangjiawo Industry Park, Xiqing 
District, Tianjin
•Tel: 13370319973 •Fax: +86-022-27971683
•Email: ninokay@163.com
              
Tianjin Luming Rubber Co., Ltd.
•Addr: Laojuntang, Zhangjiawo Town, Xiqing 
Distict, Tianjin
•Tel: +86-022-27356600 •Fax: +86-022-
27259900
•Email: fyd_factory@vip.163.com •Web: 

www.Lmrubber.com
              
Tianjin Zhenghao Rubber Co., Ltd.
•Addr: Zhangjiawo Town, Xiqing District, 
TianJin
•Tel: +86-022-87999939 •Fax: +86-022-
87999939
•Web: www.zhenghaoxiangjiao.cn •Email: 
yuleihappy1974@126.com

Wantong Dragline Rubber Industry Co., Ltd.
•Add: First Western Street, Wangguanzhuang 
Industrial Area, Qinghe County, Hebei
•Tel: +86-319-8136787 •Fax: +86-319-
8136186
•Web: www.hb-wantong.com.cn •E-mail: 
wt@hb-wantong.com
              
Tianjin Huayuan Zhengxing Rubber Products 
Co., Ltd.
•Addr: South Zhangjiawo Town, Xiqing Dis-
trict, Tianjin
•Tel: +86-022-87981067 •Fax: +86-022-
87986767
•Web: www.zhengyuantyre.com •Email: 
zhengyuanluntai@aliyun.com
              
Tianjin Fastron Technology Co., Ltd.
•Addr: Economic Development Zone, Jurong, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-0511-87186889 •Fax: +86-0511-
87186869
•Web: www.jiatai-metal.com •Email: 
tert2456@163.com
              
Jurong Jiatai Cycle Product Co., Ltd.
•Addr: Economic Development Zone, Jurong, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-0511-87186889 •Fax: +86-0511-
87186869
Beijing Fenghuolun Motorcycle Co., Ltd.
•Add: No. 1 Yard, Dongfeng South Road, 
Chaoyang District, Beijing
•Tel: +86-10-62223456 •Fax: +86-10-
64339240
•E-mail: zdy@fhlmotor.com •Web: www.
fhlmotor.com

FIBREGLASS 
PRODUCTS
              
Beijing Rodia Fiberglass Products Co., Ltd.
•Add: Liuminying Ecological Farm, Zhangzi-
ying Town, Daxing District, Beijing
•Tel: +86-10-67661431 •Fax: +86-10-
67661431-608
•Web: www.chinahelmet.com.cn •E-mail: 
rodia@chinahelmet.com.cn
              
Boda Motorsport Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.2002 Shangde International, No.8 
Kangle Street, Xinhua District, Shijiazhuang, 
Hebei
•Tel: +86-311-87879508 •Fax: +86-311-
87875568
•E-mail:info@bodamoto.com •Web: www.
bodamoto.com
              
Chongqing Xin'ou Motorcycle Fittings Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: A Zone Qijiang Industrial, Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-48697777 •Fax: +86-23-
48696555
•E-mail: xo@xohelmet.com •Web: www.
xohelmet.com
              
Cixi Vetor Machinery Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: Central Mansion, Cixi, Ningbo, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-574-63227016 •Fax: +86-574-
63227015
•Web: www.vetoro.com www.cxjiali.cn 
•E-mail: vetor@vetor.com
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